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Utah
State volleyball
team
makes it to
the Final 32
in the NCAA
Tournament.
The Aggies
came back
to beat
Missouri and then lost·
to BYU.
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>VARIE'IY
From Mexico
to the
United
States
and
around
the
globe,
traditions for
Christmas differ from
country to country.
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Low seat belt use causes concern in Cache County
CR\ S'IAL JIOOBS

Stati WrifN

Students

will be raking

road trips to visit family ;nd
friends during the holidays
- one of the mm,t dangermis times of the vear to be
driving, said'i\.like Weibel,
pubii/111formation
offi{·er

SIB:BelST

for the Bear River Health
Department.
\.Vith the help of several
national :111dstatewide c1mpaigns, including .\fake It
Second Nature, Buckle Up
America and Operation ABC
.\fobilization: America
Buckles up Children, the
Bt:ar River l lc;ilth

STI CS

AT

• S<.:.itbelts irn.:rcasc the ch:rncc of sun-i,inga crash by nearly 45 percent. Child s.ifety
scat,, properly installed, reduce the risk
of death by 71 percent for in fonts and 'i4
percent for toddlers
• Public opinion sun·eys show that nine out
of LOAmericans support stronf!' cnforcemc11t of child passenger ,af<.:tyI.ms
• The Urnh S,1fctv Belt Obcn-,nional
Studv shows th,it in Cache Countv, child
restr:1int use for children ,1L;e0-1 ~-as 97. 7
percent, but only 66. 7 pcrt'.cnt for children age ]- I 0
• Compared to IJ1.:ltcdcra,h ncums,
unbelted cr.ish ,·ictims arc IR timci; more
likely to die in a crnsh
• Unbelted crash ,ictims arc .1.7 times
more likely to rc11ui1·cinp,1ticnt ho,pitalization th,111those who ,ire belted

pro; ·it/,·d!~)'

BM,. R,~·,·1·
llc,,!th Drp,,1·1meut

The remotecontrolled
airplane
designed
and built by
engineering students took
first place
- the second year in ,
a row for
them - in an international competition.
Also, the English
department faculty created an interactive software package that
makes Internet-based
courses and online
education accessible
and easy. The software
is now supporting 150
courses at universities
in the region.
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• If unbelted crash \'ictims in C:,Khc
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Today wi II be partly
cloudy with a high of
45 and a low of 21.
Tuesday will be mostly
cloudy with a high of
41 and a low of 15.
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Experts say some help wanted ads are bogus
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>ALMANAC
On Dec. 4, 1945,
the Senate approved
United States participation in the newly
established United
Nations.
On Dec. 4, 1918,
President Woodrow
Wilson departed
Washington, D.C., on
the first European trip
by a U.S. president.
In 1969, Fred
Hampton, Illinois
chairman of the Black
Panther Party, was
shot and killed during
an early morning
police raid of the
BPP's Illinois state
headquarters in
Chicago.

Campus

County had used a seat belt, I 09 emergency ~lepartment \'isirs and 12 hospital
stays could h,n c been avoided last year

USU prepares for ASUSU elections
CR, 'STAL Hoous

Staff Writer

The .Associated Srndents of
Utah St;1te University ekctions
are just around the corner, and
new b\·hms have been passed
for ne~t semester's campaigning.

Be!!inninL?:this election, no
facul~·, staf{or VSL employees
will be allo\\'ed to ,rear c.11npaign paraphernali,1 \\'hile
workinrr
""'e'"t-ind rhat professors
would be asked to \\'e,1r T-~hirts
and other things during cb~s
promoting one candidJte," s,1id
:\Iarni Tenkins, ASUSlJ Public
Reh1ti(;ns \ ice president.
Jenkins ·said it could be dis11.11;ti,·e
to sn1dents' learning
experience for professors to he
inrnh-ed in a stndem'.s campaigning" hile in class, especi,1llv ifthe c.mdidate's opponent is in the same class.
Another new hvlaw is making computer h1bs·off-limits to
funire c.1111p,1igners.
Cmdidates are onlv ,illm1e<l
to campaign in their c;\\'n colleg:es, and computer labs h,n e
been hit h,ml ~>ycampaigning
in the p,1st,Jenkins ,aid.
"Thl' computer l,11>,should
lw ,1 pl.ice where srndent, can

get their work done," Jenkins
~aid.
The fee to tile as a candidate
h,1s risen to $15. Crndid,1tes
must tile b~- 1 p.m.Jan. 31.
"Anyone can run for
ASUSU, as long as you're not
on academic 11·arning, you have
;lt least 12 credits ,m~l~'ou're on
good standing with th~ university,•·Jenkins said.
E1·ervone who files h,1s to
attend ,1mandator,· meeting,
where general intc;rmation ~n
rnting ~hitcs, publicity regula tions and campaign mies are
discussed.
Cmdi(hites are .1llowe<lto
spend $400 maximum of personal funds on their entire
campaign. This includes donations, which are calculated at
fair market value, Jenkins said,
"\\'e feel this is a more fair
way for people to n111,to gi,,e
e\'ery candidate a more equal
chance," Jenkins said.
' fao days during the primary
election campaigning and two
davs during the final elections,
c.1~did.nes~are allo1H::dto "reshall c1II," which me.ins thev can
camp;1ign in the USC resijence
halls. Even then, candidates are

>SEE

ELECTIONS
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Department
is urging people
to buckle up for the holida\'s.
·This comes in response
to recent loci! sun·evs showin g a disturbing nun;ber of
Cache COU!lty citizens aren't
wearing seat belts .
The survers were completed e;irly last Septemhn
in Cache, \\'eher, Davis, Salt
Like, Ut,1h nnd \Vashington
counties as part of the ,\lake
It Second ~ature statewide
campaign.
"Only 48 percent of the
m;Jle drivers spotted during
surveys in Cache County
appeared to be wearing seat
belts, compared to 60 percent in vVeber, 61 percent in
Davis, 6-+percent in Salt
Lake and 56.5 percent in
Utah counties," \.\ 'eibel said .
"Curbside surveys before
and after L1bor Dav reveal
that Cache County~ male
drivers fail to buckle up
more than men in five other
Utah counties,'' \Yeibel said.
Female drivers ranked
higher than males in seat
belt usage in Cache County,
though women were still low
compared to other counties.
Locally, 71. 7 percent of
women drivers were \\'e.iring
>SEE

SEAT BELTS

Page 3

ALEXIS NIELSON, 8, str.1pped herself in before leaving the Macey's
parking lot. It is stilte law in Ut;ih that everyone wear a seat belt
while riding in an ;iutomobile ./ Paul ,lackman photo

Job market promising for Dec. graduates
BRIA:'\ CARTER

Staff Writer

The employment
prospects for students graduating next week is promising,
according to the Career
Service Center.
"The job market is very
good and lots of good oppornmities are av;iilable," said
:\ lelissa Scheaffer, assistant
director for Career Services.
"The prospects look very
good for our students."
In 1999, Scheaffer said 52
of the 3,730 students
responding to a graduation
survey reported not being
employed at graduation nor
seeking employment. The
key to finding post-graduation employment is to <.tart
c;lrl\', Scheaffer said.
Gr ,1duating in the Spring or
Fall does not matter much
for finding a job, Scheaffer
said, but depends more on
hard \\ ork.
"I tell students a \-C;lr
before ther graduat~ is ;1
good time' t<; start," Scheaffer
~aid. "That \\'a\' thev are better prepared a~d are able to
take full advantage of our
services."

Over the past several
years the Career Service
Center, loc:ited in the basement of Universitv Inn, has
helped thousands 'of students,
Scheaffer said, Each college
has an adviser who is familiar
with opportunities and
employt:rs to help students
hone interview skills,
improve their resume and
cover letter, find job listings
and suggest options many
students were unaware of,
Scheaffer said.
"\Ve provide services to
students from cooperative
internships to career development to graduation employment," Scheaffer said. 'We
provide cradle to grave services."
Another valuable skill
Scheaffer said the center
offers is negotiating skills for
increasing salary and signing
bonu~es. One student was
ahle to increase his starting
salary and signing bonus significantly because of skills
le;1rned throug-h the center,
Scheaffer sail
"l ha\'e had a lot of help,''
said Jason ,\.nderson, a student graduating in business
information systems . "I high-

ly recommend to all graduates that a semester before
you graduate you schedule a
meeting (with the center)."
Anderson said the center
helped him create a resume
and use e-recruiting. Erecruiting is a newer service
provided that allows employers online access to studenL~.
According to Scheaffer,
Utah State is the first school
in Utah and one of 150
schools aero~ tht: nation
using the service that allow<;
students to post resumes,
cover letters and other information online for employers.
"Employers Jre ab le to
perform customized searches
for possible employees,"
Scheaffer said. "They appreciatE"t.he ease and convenience."
"I signed up for interviews with companies I was
interested in online,"
Anderson said. "After interviewing on campus I have
had three companies fly me
our to locations like Boise,
Seattle and Tucson."
Alumni also have the
s,1rne access to services available to students, Scheaffer
said.
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Barak waits on settling peace deal
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DI'\/\ KRAFT

Associated Press
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JERUSALEM - As Prime Minister
Ehud Barak plotted his re-election campaign Sunday, the embattled Israeli leader
said President Clinton's departure from
office next month was not a deadline for a
i\!Iideast peace deal.
After 18 months in office focused on
the goal of bringing home a final peace
agreement with the Palestinians , Barak
now faces early elections next spring and
may need the success of at least a partial
peace deal to persuade voters to re-elect
him.
In violence Sunday, two Israeli soldiers
were stabbed, one of them in the neck, at
a roadblock just north ofJerusalem. The
stabbing prompted a shooting exchange
between Israeli soldiers and Palestinian
gunmen, and three Palestinians were
wounded, according to army radio.
Tivelve Palestinians were injured in
another clash with soldiers and Jewish settlers in the West Bank village of Bussan,
near Bethlehem, eyewitnesses and hospital
officials said.
·
There was no immediate comment
from the Israeli am1y, although earlier the
army said residents of Bussan threw
sto11esand firebombs at Israeli cars on the
Hussan bypass road, slightly injuring one
woman.
Also, the Israeli army arrested a
Palestinian suspected of involvement in
the bombing of a school bus in the Gaza
Strip two weeks ago, army radio reported.
The bombing killed two Israeli adults.
Sunday was one of the few days without a fatality since the violence erupted
more than two months ago. Almost 300
people have been killed overall , most of
them Palestinian.
At Sunday's cabinet meeting, Barak
lashed out against those in his own party
who have pressured him to come to an
agreement before Clinton leaves the
vVhite House on Jan. 20, at the end of his
second and final term.
"Every attempt to dictate elates to the
<'..Jl...ir
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Train collision in India leaves
46 dead, news agency says
~TE\\ ' DELHI, lndi:.1(AP) - R:1ilnmi \\orkers using blo\\'torches ,ind cranes to remo, ·e the \\'recbge of t\rn trains th ,1t collided in northwestern India found six more bodies under the
debris Sunday , bringing the de.1th toll to 46, :1news :1gency said.
Rescue workers continued to cut through the mangled rema ins
of the coaches a dav after the Arnrits :1r-bo~md Howr,1h .\Iail
Express collided with a freight train in dense fog :lt S:1r:1iBanj:1ra,
a small town in the state of Punj:ih .
Forty-six bodies had been found :md taken to nearby hospitals ,
United :'-Jews oflndia reported. _.\nother 150 people \\'ere injured
in the pre-da\\'n collision.
'
The Howrah ..\fail Express h:id hit four cars that had uncoupled
from the freight train and toppled onto its path on a parallel track
at Sarai Banjara , ,1bout 150 miles north of New Delhi.
India's r:1ilro,1dminister i\1am:1ta Banerjee , who visited the accident site early Sunday, ordered an imestigation by :i Supreme
Court judge.

RESIDENTS HIDE as the Jewish settlement of Gilo, near the village of Beit Calla, come
under fire. Almost 300 people have been killed overall , most of them Palestinian. Talks and
violence continue in the region. / Knight-Ridder photo

prime minister is bad for Israel and damages how the peace process should be conducted," Barak cold his ministers.
Barak is being squeezed on all sides. He
faces early elections he had hoped to
avoid, growing public dismay over his failure to halt the violence and a potenti1l
revolt from within his own party.
Israeli media reports have said that a
leading figure from Barak's Labor p,1rty,
parliament speaker Avraham Burg, may
challenge Barak for party leadership if no
peace deal is in sight by the end of
Clinton's term.
In the t1uest to revive the moribund
peace talks, Barak has suggested quickly
negotiating a phased peace plan that
would recognize a Palestinian state but
put off the most sensitive issues, such as
control ofJernsalem.
However, the Palestinians have
demanded a comprehensive agreement
that creates a Palestinian state in all, or
virtually :111
, of the \Vest Bank and the
G,1za Strip - areas Israel captured during

Judge refuses to block drilling

the 1967 Mideast\\'ar.
In a11other development, Palestinian
leader Y.1sserArafat denied reports that
Israel and the Palestini,rns \\'ere engaged
in secret talks. Arafat, on a visit to the
United Ar,1b Emirates, also s,1id the
Palestinian uprising would continue until
his people's national goals were met.
"The Palestinian nation is readv to face
all possibilities," he said.
·
Among those possibilities is the reu1rn
of Bara k's hard-line predecessor to power
- Benjamin :'-Jetanyahu. Opinion polls
have Barak trailing far behind N"ernnyahu,
the man Barak defeated in a landslide victory last year.
:'-Jet;1nyahuw:1sscheduled to reu1rn to
Israel from ,1broad Sundav , but it w;is still
unclear if he would return to politics to
challenge the prime minister. Barak won a
four-year term in 1999, but his allies in
parliament deserted him in July, peace
negotiations with the Palestinians stalled,
and the violence empted at the end of
September.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - A federnl judge has refused to stop
fuel supplier from drilling for nau1r:1Igas near
Desolation Canvon.
The Southeri-i Utah \Vilderness Alkmce had :1sked for the
temporary restraining order, arguing that \Vasatch Oil and G ,1s is
attempting to drill during a time of year prohibited by the Bur e:1u
of Land M irnagement . \V:1s,1tch Oil and Gas has had a lease to
drill in the area in northe:istern Carbon Conney since 1951.
"\\ nen the BLM did an assessment this s1m1mer, one stipul:1tion was that you cannot drill between November and i\Iay ,
1
because it's a winter range for wildlife habitat," SU\V,\ spokesman
Nlike Reberg said.
Reberg says mule <leer, elk and, most recently , Rocky
Moun min bighorn sheep winter in the ,1rea of the Book Clifts east
of Pric e.
"Sure the comp,rny has :l right to drill, but why after 50 ye:irs
do they need to do it now and can't wait until May'" Reb erg s,1id.
But the company's president, Todd Cusick, called SU\VA's allegation s "crazy."
Cusick said the well has been in operation every clay since
1952. The company plans a new well about 20 feet from th e cur rent one , but it should not c:rnse anv surface disuirbance, Cusick
said.
·
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Survey: Many would be comfortable with student-provided health care
Burelbach based this conclusion on the results of her
survev. Stu<lent volunteers
randomly sum;yed 214
enrolle<l USU students, of
whom 45 percent were male
and 55 percent were female.
"The majority of students
felt that they would use basic
first aid services provided by
trained student volunteers
(64 percent)," Burelbach said.
"Similarly, 66 percent of
respon<lents felt they would
use volunteer E:\1S
(Emergency Mt:<lical
Services) provided by student
volunteers (18 percent
absolutely an<l 48 percent
probably)," she said.
Many of the students who
would utilize volunteer student first ai<l cited that they
would because of low cost ·
an<l convenience, Burelbach
said.
This is the major barrier,
according to Burelbach, that
inspires stu<lents to want to
use volunteer services as
opposed to other, more
expensive services like SHS
(Student Health Services) or
EMS.
Other primary barriers,
Burelbach said, include
urgent or special situations

DAVE Bovu:
Staff Writer

Students at Utah State
University would feel comfortable with their health in
the hands of other students,
according to a health survey
completed in November.
This survey, completed by
University of Utah medical
student Ann Burelback,
aimt!d at getting students of
Utah State University interested in volunteering as oncampus health aides and
identified barriers USU students face in obtaining costand time-effective community health care.
In addition, this survey
identified what intervention
is necessary to overcome
these barriers. Burelbach
called the survey a "primary
care project" for Logan.
"Cam pus-based emergency
medical services can provide
an alternative [service] to tra<litional options for medical
care," Burelbach said. "This
may prevent unnecessary
trips to the local hospital
emergency room, decreased
financial burden to students
and better use of community
resources."

102
StudentHealth Services
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MANY USU STUDE:\TS get health care through Student Health Services. A recent survey conducted by
Ann Burelback, a University of Utah student, found that many students would be comfortable receiving
health care from fellow students./ Jot Ro"le~ photo

an<l scheduling difficulties .
Privacv issues, lack of confidence ·in providers and lack
of information about SHS
and E.\lS arc also factors.
"Volunteers would be
available 24 hours a dav, in or
nearby resident housing and
for no or minor cost to the
student and their families,"
she said.
"Volunteer services can
not onlv relieve the burden
on com~nunity services that

require fin,1nci.1l support,"
Burelbach said, "but thev can
get students involved in °their
~ommunitv, allowing them to
gain exper.ience in a~eas of
interest."
Allowing rnlunteers to
a<lministe/basic first .:ii<lor
CPR to the health victim(s)
would allow campus communities to act as prim.ary care
gatekeeper~ to local medical
agencies, she said.
- The students woul<l arrive

before profession a I services
in more serious, extreme situations.
"Campus-based E.\1S and
first ai<l services offer student
health services ,tnd their campus communities an exceptionally efficient means of
reaching out to students and
other members of the campus
community after (agency)
hours and in the places where
thev live and learn,"
Bu~elbach said.

ThreeA&L lectures this Spring Looking for work? Exercise caution when it
was for a university.

JESSICA WARREN

Scheduling is the next step.
"If their date and your date
The Arts and Lectures series match then you have a winner .
has three more lectures schedIf not, you go back to the
uled for next semester.
drawing board," Thomas said.
Trine Thomas, vice presiThomas said prices go up
dent of Arts and Lectures for
every year, while the budget
Associated Student<; of Utah
has typically stayed the same.
State University, said the
This year, Thomas' budget was
process of hooking speakers is
cut.
long and sometimes complicatAt one time there was a
ed.
speaker every week, other
Thomas said she started out
years, three per quarter.
with a list of i<leas.Tracking
This year there has been
them down through their
one a month. and that will conagents, she then got a feel for
tinue Spring Semester.
their prices. She said she also
Jan. 11 at 1:30 p.rn., Rubin
called other universities that
Carter will speak. Carter's life
have hosted the same people to
story was the basis for the
see how they liked them.
movie "The Hurricane ."
She said she looked for peo - .
In conjunction, STAB will
pie who wo Id
,draw foa:..a. h.ow ll versiJ)n of the movie
lot of students as wefl as reflecedited for content Jan. 10 at 8
tive of current issues.
p.m. in the Kent Concert Hall.
Bringing in one speaker
There will be no lecture in
costs herween $4,000 and
February because of the Glenn
$12,000, including airfare,
Miller show, but in March,
accommodations and their fee.
Paul Lowe, an investigative
She sai<lshe negotiates and
reporter, will speak.
a lot of people will drop their
Thomas said the Arts and
price for a college.
Lectures series is a good educaShe said Dr. Joyce Brothers
tional oppornmity for students.
gets around 400 requests to
"Students can come and lisspeak a month, and she chose
ten to someone who doesn't
USU because she had been to
come through Logan every
Utah before ,ind liked it, and it
day," Thomas said.
Senior Writer

>-ELECOONS
From Page 1
restricted to certain times of
the day and particular forms of
campaigning, Jen kins said.
Primaries will run Feb. 20
through Feb. 23, and primary
voting will be Feb. 22 and Feb.

23.
If two or fewer candidate:,
have filed for a particular position, they don't have to campaign for the primary elections.
Jt!nkins said candidates can
'benefit from campaigning dur ing the primaries, even if they
don't have to, because it get~
their names publicized for the
final elections.
Final election campaigning

>SEAT

will nm Feb. 26 to March 1,
with elections on Feb. 28 ;111d
March I.
Next semester, elections will
all be over the Internet,Jenkins
said.
"\Ve'll try our best to get
voting available on \Vebmail
because it certainh 1 seems like a
high traffic area for students,"
.Je~kins s,tid.
Last year, few students filed
for crndicbtcy and ,l low per centage of students voted.
"\\e will definitelv be making efforts to ensure ·a higher
voter turnout this year," Jenkins
said.

comes to work-at-home job opportunities
MATTHEW

Funo,

Staff Writer

Students and others
looking for work should
exercise caution when it
comes to work-at-home
opportunities, according to
the Better Business Bureau
(BBB).
A BBB pamphlet advises
people to beware of:
•Overstated claims of product effectiveness;
• Exaggerated claims of
potential earnings, profits
or part-time earnings;
•Claims of "inside" information;
•RequiFem@nt.of money
for instructions or products
before telling you how the
plan works;
•Claims of "no experience
necessary."
The brochure outlines
typical ads and the catch to
each of them.
• "Assembly work at home!

Easy money assembling
craft items. No experience
necessary."
Often these require a
person to "invest" money in
instructions and materials.
The projects are often so
difficult that most people
fail to meet the stringent
requirements and are stuck
with the merchandise.
• "M.:ike $3 50 a week!
"\Vork two hours daily at
home sniffing envelopes."
These usually en<l up
being instrnctions on how
to go into business placing
the same kind of ad the
advertiser ran before. The
U . Ro ta1S&rvicesaid
envelope stuffing has
become so highly mechanized that it's not a profitable business for individuals working out of the
home.
• "Access to a computer?
Put it to work! $25-$75 per
hour! \Vork part time or

full time!"
This is an old scheme
advertised in a new way.
The software may not work,
or the information on the
disk received may only list
free government \Veb sites
or business opportunities
that require more money.
• "You can earn from $800
to $1,000 weekly processing
insurance claims on your
home computer for health
care professionals."
Most likely, the expensive training that's required
is superficial and the market
for services is very small or
not there. The consumer
may be left.withno way -to
earn any money on their
own.
If you do decide to try
an at-home job, keep careful records of phone calls,
letters and receipts and
record all costs, including
time you spend trying to
recover money.

"Twelve others did not
respond after money was
sent, and 10 did not
respond to preliminary
inquiries. Of the remaining
69 companies, two stated
that 'positions were
filled."'
The Utah BBB is one of
about a dozen bureaus in
the nation participating in
an undercover sting operation.
With the help of the
U .S. Postal Service, fictitious names have been created and submitted to various work at home opportunities.
Once they've contacted
one organization, officials
wait to see if other organi-

zations send offers to the
name.
"We have two goals in
doing this," Behrmann
said. "We can go after people for racketeering
charges, and we can see
how this works. Very little
is known about how closely these organizations are
connected."
Paula Miller, coordina tor for the student
employment office on
campus, said her office
won't post jobs that don't
promise a salary.
"The number one simple thing is, if it sounds
too good to be true, it
almost always is,"
Behrmann said.

>Aos
From Page 1
mortgaged her home to pay
for the fee and found there
was no market for her services.
"These people aren't
necessarily greedy," he said.
"They're often desperate."
The BBB warns that
even if a person promotes
or sells fraudulent products
or services unintentionally,
they can be held liable.
"[The U.S . Postal
Service] may very well file
mail fraud charges on you,"
Behrmann said.
"Of the 112 companies
investigated, 21 were out
of business before the
study concluded," according to an October press
release by the BBB.

BELTS

From Page 1
seat belts when surveyed. In \.Veber
County, 78 percent of the women
were seat belted, 78 percent in Davis
and 77 percent in Salt Lake counties .
Only Utah County recorded
fewer women wearing seat belts,
70.6 percent, \Veibel sai<l.
The Make It Second Nature cam paign is a new program that starte<l
last Memorial Day. In conjunction
with this campaign, the Ilealth
Department plans to conduct surveys four times a year, near
Memorial Day, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving and the month of
January.
With the surveys, the Health
Department will campaign to
encourage people to wear their seat
belts.
"We need to do whatever we can
to ge t the word out to the public
that it's not safe to'not wear seat

belts," \11/eibel said.
Local law enforcement is also
encour::iging motorists to buckle up
for the holidavs.
"LoG1I polke, sheriffs <leputies
an<l Highway Patrol troopers will be
busy during the next few weeks issuing citations to people who aren't
wearing their seat belts or those who
don't h'ave their children in proper
safety restraints - such as car seats
or b<;oster seats," \Veibel said.
"New seat belt t1w amendments
that were made effective .\Jav 1
include a $45 penalty for not wearing a seat belt.
"Offenders ctn opt instead to take
a class for S10 in addition to a 515
fine.
Children ages 0-4 must be in a
chil<l s;ifety: e~t, and youth ages 5- 18
must use a chil<l restraint or seat
belt, according to a new scat belt hrn

amendment.
"Law enforcement officers can
stop a driver who appears to be 18
or younger and not wearing a seat
belt. Another traffic infraction is not
necessary anymore," \Veibel said.
Also, -occ~pants O\er 16 may now
be cited individuallv. The driver can
be cited for unbuckled occupants
under 16.
·
"Some of that increased enforcement will be around high schools
now that a new law is in place giving
law enforcement officers the abilitv
to stop teen-age drivers ·who don't .
appear to be wearing a seat belt or
whose passengers aren't buckled up,"
\ \ 'eibel said.
The Utah Safetv Council has
published Child Sr1fety Seat Report
car<ls to he used by people who see
children who aren't properly protected with a car seat or seat belt in a

car.
After noting the license plate,
date and location, a Buckle Up For
Love card can be mailed to the
Safetv Council, which will be forwarded to the vehicle owner as a
reminder to buckle up their children.
These cards can be found at the
Bear River Health Department,
\,\'eibel said.
As a focus on child safety, The
Bear River Health Department is
teaming up with a local branch of
the national Safe Kid Coalition to
offer free child seat checks.
The inspection includes checking
to see if the car seat has been
recalled, checking if the seat is prop erly installed in the vehicle and
checking if the seat is properly fitte<l
for the child .
This inspection usually takes 15
to 30 minutes per car.

IBriefs
Ceramics
Guild
holdsholidaysale
The USU Ceramics
Guild will hold its ;rnnual
holid,n- sale Tuesdav ,md
\ \'edn es<lav.
.
The sale will take pl.tee
in the TSC Internation,tl
Lounge from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. ~ach Jay.
"This sale provides
funding for the artists,
\\ hile a"portion of the
e1rnings benefit the communit\~ through th~
guild's sponS(;rship of \"iSiting artists and e\'ents
that e\·ervone is encouraged to a·ttend," said guild
member Janimarie Lester.
The ceramic pieces to
be sold are oven and dish\\ asher safe, unless otherwise specified. \Vork
ranges from casserole
dishes, dinnerware, sening platters and teapots,
to more sculptur:tl art
pieces.

Christmascards
availableat USU
Special Collections and
Archives, a division of
Information and
Le,1rning Resource5 nt
USU, h;s developed a
series of greeting cards
for the holiday season,
said Daniel D~1vis, photo
librarian.
The images featured
on the lirnite<l edition
greeting car<ls include an
arrav of historical subjects selected from the
research collections of
the University Llbraries'
Special Collections and
Archives.
Each box contains 12
cards featuring a single
image, plus matching
envelopes. All proceeds
from greeting card sales
help fund programs of
Special Collections and
Archives.
To see all 12 images,
visit the Web site at
www.usu.edu/-spccol/
and click on "Exhibits
and Events." A display of
all 12 cards is also in the
foyer of the Merrill
Library and cards can he
purchased at Special
Collections and Archives
on the main floor of the
Merrill Library. For
information, call (435)
797-2663.

Seatsavailable
for summertrip
The USU Department
of Languages and
Philosophy is sponsoring a
trip to Russia this summer.
The trip, "Russia on the
Volga," will run from June
H through July 1, 2001.
The cost, $2995, will
include round-trip airfare
from Salt Lake City, meals,
first-class lodging and some
museum fees.
The trip will include visits to Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Uglich,
Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Kizhi
Island, Petrozavodsk and
Helsinki.
There are limited seats
available.
For information, contact
Lynn Eliason at 797-1219
or Kent Robson at 7971214.

Deadlinesoon
forint'lexchange
The priority deadline for
the International Student
Exchange Program is Dec.

15.
Students can study
abroad in the :--..retherlands,
Sweden, Costa Rica,
Argentina, Kenya and other
places.
A new scholarship is
available for ISEP Study
Abroad students.
For information, contact
the Study Abroad office,
TSC Room 304, 797- 0601,
797- 1253 or
www.usu.edu/stdyabrd
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Worldwide
celebrations
From Santa to wooden shoes, Christmas traditions.differ around the globe

.
)

DOUG S~tEATH

Assistant Features Editor

Men 'who enjoy helping decorate the
Christmas tree may want to avoid moving to
Germany.
In fact, anvone who likes Christmas as it is in
the United States would probably do well to
stay here.
Around the world, Christians celebrate
the birth of Jesus Christ in some form or
another - with some festi\'ities similar
from country to country and others differing significantly.
Philipp Braun, a German exchange
student at Sky View High School, said
the American commercialization of
Christmas is not common in Germany,
and he said as he understands it, the rest
of Europe is more like Germany.
"Christmas in Germany is more special
than it is [in the United States]," Braun
said.
He said rather than focusing on giftgiving, Germans focus on religious aspects
of Christmas and spending time with family.
In fact, Braun said t he things Americans
would traditiona lly consider to be
Christmas-related all take place on Dec. 24,
in a scaled-down version, and Christmas Day
mostly sees famil ies going to restaurants
together or otherw ise spending time with
loved ones.
He said restaurants often make as much
money on Dec. 25 as they <lo in a
typical month.
Other countries also place
more emphasis on family
'
and religion and less on
,..
buying and selling.
Eduardo Nunez, a Utah
State University student originally from Morelia, Mexico,
said a m~jor tradition of the season
in Mexican villages is for a group of
people to reenact the journey of the
Biblical couple, Mary and Joseph, going
door-to-door looking for a place to stay and
ending up in a stable.
"Chrismrns in the Un ited States is
more about buying and selling stuff,"
Nunez said.
In South Africa, too,
Christmas is ahout family and
religion . Busi Dziba, who
recently moved to Logan from
South- Africa, said most
Christian· South Africans - and
especially black South Africans
- sec Christmas as a time to gather
together .. ·
She said t hey have a big lunch
together, but following her first
Thanksgiving in the United States,
she said South African celebrations are
nothing like-that.
"There are fami lies who <lothat, but it's. not
common," Dziba said. She said bigge·r, more
expensive celebrations are atypical in South
Africa, but when they do occur, it's almost
always in the white families. The recentlyended system of apartheid has left a wide economic gap between blacks and whites in South
Africa.
Christmas gifts around the world are usually
few in comparison to the amount gi\'en in
America. In South Africa, children see
Christmas as the day they finally get to wear
new clothes that were bought for them some time in October or November.

And though in Mexico the Christmas season
is actually longer than it is in the United States,
in most countries the decorations and the talk
of Christmas don't start nearly as early as they
do for Americans.
Braun said Germans don't set up their
Christmas tree until Christmas Eve, though St.
Nicholas D;iy on Dec. 6 allows children to place
wooden shoes in front of the door, which are

then filled with candies .
On Christ111.1sEve, he said, the family's
women lock themselves in the living room, and
the men must not enter.
Though they may hear glass breaking and
things happening in the living room all day, it's
not until after Christ111asEve dinner that the
men get to enter the room and see the tree and
decorations. A German tree usually has a promi-

nently displayed scene depicting the birth of
Jesus under it, with presents taking secondary
importance, Braun said.
He said lights and other outdoor decorations
are also uncommon in Germany, though one
tree outside may be decorated.
In Mexico, however, the tree goes up the day
after Thanksgiving, and presents aren't oµened
until Jan. 6, Nunez said.

Post office offers suggestions for
holiday package and letter mailing
HOLLY HA'\S0'<

Staff Writer

'Tis the season the season for
mailing packages and greeting
cards . These tips from the post
office might make this holiday mail ing season a little easier.
Kim Taylor, the Logan
Postmaster, said earlier in the day is
the best time to come into the post
office. Taylor said some of the
busiest times are lunch time, right
after opening and right before clos mg.
''i.\1ail out now for the holi<lavs,"
Taylor said. "Every year we get ·
more [mail] than the year before.''
Tavlor said it is best to come into
the post office for international
mailing information . The cost and
time restriction s nrv from countrv
to countrv, he sai<l. ·
·
"If yot~\e a real procrastinator,
vou cnn send your stuff as late as
December 23'by Express Mail,"
Tai-for said.
·A post office bulletin offered customers some advice to avoid
"glitches'' in th eir holiday mailings.
• Always use a complete return

address
• Always provide complete
address information, such as Ave.,
Blvd., St. Always use the apartment
number as well as directions such as
N. for north, \V. for west or SW for
southwest.
• Don't let an incorrect zip code
keep your cards and letters from
arriving on time. Local post offices
and the Postal Service Web site,
http://www .usps.com, offer zip code
information

Packing tips
• Select a box strong enough to
protect the contents. Leave space
for cushioning inside the carton.
• Cushion packag e contents with
shredded or rolled newspaper, bub ble wrap, or Styrofoam peanuts.
• Always use tape designed for
shipping, like pressure-sensitive
tape, nylon-reinforced craft pap e r
tape or glass-reinforced pressuresensitive tape .
• The only addresses on packages
for mailing should he the delivery
and return addresses. lt'5-also a
good idea to place a return address
label inside the package.

• Carefully pack glass and fragile
hollow items, like vases, with newspaper or packing material to avoid
damage from shock. When mailing
framed photographs, take the glass
out of the frame and wrap it separately.
• Packages that weigh at least one
pound must be taken to the post
office for mailing.
Undeliverable or lost packages go
to the "<lead letter" branch in San
Francisco, Calif., where employees
do their best to find a name or
address on a package without opening it. If they can't, they will open
the package for clues, Taylor said.
Hard -to -find addresses like
Santa's address are dealt with at
each post office. Letters addressed
to Santa are "answered by the good
people at the [Logan] post office
and will be returned if there's a
return address," Taylor said.
The Logan post office will have
extended hours for the holiday sea son. The hours are Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m., and Saturdays 8:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.
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Lighting the wotld through serving others
brate their efforts and light
candles for each act.
Maelynn Kartchner, a .nior
The sweet smell of melting
at Utah State Universitv ad
wax hung think in the crisp
member of the I\VA, spite at
night air around the tabernacle.
the event.
Lining the paths surrounding a
"Serving others heir the
central nativity scene, 2,000
person serving so muc more
lights gleamed in the stillness.
that it ever helps the Frson
Each light held a meaning
being served," .she sai. "It .
helps you realize ym blessmgs,
- a memory of a kind deed
done during the year.
especially if you're <,almgwith
One represented a hand that
those who are less Jrtunate
made all the beds in the apartthan yourself."
_
ment. Another spoke of loyalty
This was the bi,"closmg
of a friend who woke up every
event of sorts for.he vear, a
way to finish thf,'·ear· 2000
morning at 4 a.m. to take a
roommate to work. Another
with 2,000 ligh\ Kartchner
was for time donated to help
said.
"You don't ave to do somewith the Special Olympics.
More shone with acts big and
thing massiven order to
serve," she s;J. "~1y suggessmall, but all were significant to
tion would}: to simply try to
people who received their
warmth.
spread joy ~cllove wherever
you go. M,ce a corner of the
The Church of Jesus Christ
world a Ii~e brighter. Often
of Latter'clay Saints Institute
sharing oyourself, your time,
Women's Association (IWA)
your perJnality, your happiheld its "2,000 Lights of
Service" celt:bration on Nov. 30 ness or ..iur support can be
at the LDS tabernacle.
enough'
Kar:hner ,,:as the first of
The goal of this project was
four seakers to address the
for each member of the TuVAto
grou 1 Each speaker spoke
complete four acts of service
abot' subjects involving service,
through the year to total 2,000
frop the effects of service to
acts. Maggie Hickman, the
mifionary work.
communications officer, headed
fhe evening ended with all
the activity.
th participants singing carols
Erin Killpack, president of
o the steps of the Tabernacle.
one of the TuVAchapters, said,
"You don't want to boast
"It makes people feel it's OK to
bout it when you give service,"
do service. It's a good support
Beverly Cantwell, an adviser for
group for people to go serve
one chapter, said. "But it's fun
with. Service is one of the best
to celebrate it, and it gets you
things we can do."
That night they met to cele- into the Christmas spirit."
NATALIE LARSON

Senior Writer

Maryetta's
Fine
Porcelain
LOS Temple Clothing for
Men & Women Garment
Bags. Luggage, Christening
Clothing. Wind River Candles
& Fine Porcela in
Colette Yates
560 Edgewood Drive
Providence, Utah 84332
753-7038 or 760-2169 cell

-FltM DEVELOPING

Brendan Fraser and
· Elizabeth Hurley
ABOVE: 2,000 CANDLE-LIGHTED BAGS lined the Tabernacle on Main Street representing both the year
2000 and the 2,000 acts of service members of the Institute Women's Association performed this year.

Bedazzled(PG-13
J
NIGHTLY 7pm, Sat Mat 3 & 5pm

BELOW: MEMBERS OF THE lnstitute Women 's Association light candles to represent the acts of ser vice they performed 'across the world , across the state and across the street.'/ l\tikelle Bench photo

APPROXIMATELY500 MEMBERS of the Institute ¥7omen's
Association pe·formed more than 2,000 acts of servit'! this year. A candle was lighted around the tubernacle for each act./11ikelle Bench photo
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YourChoice
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ONLINE!
STANO
INLINE J>AY
PayingFees?
(jiJ Avoidstandingin
line!
Therearetwo
~I~
quickwaysto
pay withyour
CREDITor
DEBIT
Card.
41 ,

QUADSYSTE~

TOUCHTONE

www.usu.edu/registra/admrec/1. Call(435)797-8888and
followtheprompts:
quad-main.html
l. Scrolldownto Links.

2. #3 forBilling.

2. SelectQUAD.(on-line
StudentServices)

3.#1AccountInquiryandPayment.

3. Typein StudentID (Soc.Sec.#) andPIN
(six-digitnumber),thenclickon Login.*

4. EnteryourStudentID Number.

4. VerifyPIN.

5. EnteryourPIN.*

5. SelectAccountSummary/Credit
Card.

6. SelecttheTerm.

6. SelectTerm.

7. #1 to makepaymentwithyour
Credit/Debit
Card.

V

7. SelectCreditCardpayment.
8. Enteryourcardnumberandexpirationdate
andthe firstlineof ourStudentAddress·and
Zip Code(donotentercityandState).
9. Submit(onlysubmitONCEoryoumay
bechargedmultipletimes).
TheQUADoptionis not availablefor
Extensioncoursepayments.

8. EnteryourCredit/Debit
Card
information.
TheTouchTone
optionis notavailable
forExtension
coursepayments.
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Holidays online with e-cards
RITA CIOLLI

Newsday
Yes, Virginia, at one tim e
Christmas cards were con sidered a time-saver .
More than 150 year s ago, a
very busy Englishman, Sir
Henry Cole, asked a fri end to
design a card so he wouldn 't
have to lab or penning holida y
letters to his fri ends at the
end of the year. It took about
20 years, alon g with th e
establishment of the British
postal system, for the new
way of sendin g glad tidin gs to
take off. Those paper cards
are now the entrenched tradition. But time, like sunlight ,
is still in short supply come
December.
That's why the Intern et is
poised to make a shift in holi day customs as dramatic as
that caused by the postal service and Sir Henry. Startin g
with whim sical electroni c
greetin gs and endin g with
soup-to-nuts services that will
let you totally customize a
card and then mail it as well ,
there is not one aspyct of
card -sending that can't be
more fun, more creative or
just simpler online .
Alread y, th ose who mu st
always do something new are
sending str eaming video
greetings by e-mail, keeping
their candy canes crossed that
the recipient has the softwar e
to read it. For those who
spare no cost, one inventive
firm is offerin g interactiv e
mini CDs that you can customize with 50 words of text .
But at $9.95 apiece, they are
destined only for those at the
very top of the list .
And don't be surprised to
find an animated card in your
electronic mail box by the end
of the year . E-cards are escalating in popularity and mov. ing well beyond spontan eous
celebrations of National
Pickle Day. A re ce nt surv ey
by SharedGreetings.com
found that 50 percent of all
Net users will send online
cards from any of a dozen free

servi ces to someone this holiday season.
"This is a lot easier. I can
do it from home and it is animated, " said Carol Asch of
Bethpage , N.Y. , who had
stopped before Thartksgiving
at a Sh aredGr eetings.com
demonstration at a mall. \Vith
the help of h er children , she
sent her first e-card .
"Thi s is the first time we
ever did something like this,"
she said. "First time ... you
did," said Jos eph , 9.
"You did this before?"
asked his surprised mom.
"I use
AmericanGreetings.com,"
he
said.
But age is only one indicator of who will take toecard s.
"I will send online
Christmas cards to friends,"
said Marcos Yun of
\:Voodbury , N.Y. "It is cheaper
and you can send multiple
greetings at once."
But the 22-y ear-old student , echoing a sentiment frequ ently heard by
SharedGr eetin g workers, said
the e-card had limits, and was
not yet ready to replace the
paper one for more formal or
tradition al occasions . "For
pe ople closer to me, I would
r ather buy a card and mail it.
It is m ore pers onal that way,"
he said .
For thos e who are tim estarved but still prefer to send
the traditional paper card in
the mail, the Internet may be
the best solution. A recent
survey by Shutt erfly, an
online photo card company,
found that 72 percent of
respondents planned to send
holiday greeting cards this
y ear. But m ore than half
admitted that in the past they
bought th e cards but never
mailed them.
"Most people said time is
the main constr aint . Their
bi gges t frustration is finding
th e time to get the task
don e, " said Julie H erendeen ,
vic e president of marketing
for the company.

So how about using the
Net to buv, write and send
out 50 srviish cards , all in
about 1 minutes? Or taking
30 minutes sitting in your
home or office to create one
of those ever-popular photo
cards , show ing off the .kids ,
the pets or even the new
house?
A varietv of card services
debuting for the holidays
promise to make it all easier.
\Vhile Christmas and
Chanukah are the biggest
card-sending times , these
online services are c1lsoplanning to offer party invitations,
thank-you cards and baby
announcements all year. And,
as it does with all shopping,
the Net puts within reach the
small shops offering unusual
or offbeat card designs as well
as ready access to industry
giants such as Hallmark.com
and well-financed newcomers
such as Shutterfly.com .
"The services are new and
so it will have more appeal for
those who are a little more
adventurous," said Kathi
Mishek, a spokeswoman for
Hallmark.com.
The company is offering
cards, boxed or single, which
allow the purchaser to choose
the inside saying, as well as
the ink color and typeface.
These cards can then be
shipped to the customer. Or ,
address books can be
uploaded to Hallmark , which
will take care of addressing
and mailing the cards.
Customers also get to
choose the postal stamp reindeer, Madonna, flag or
rose. The workers who produce the cards work for a
Hallmark subsidiary; individ ual cards can be wr itten in by
hand while large numbers get
a ma chine label. C osts depend
on the cards selected and the
quantity but start at about
$1.50 per card for the soupto-nuts service . The company
said it will take orders until

s·

►SEE E-CARDS
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Meaning~fNew YearS
changedth:oughouthistory
NATALIELARSO'.\

Senior Writer

The clock
ticks slowlv as
the anxious
crowd st,rnds in
anticipation.
Five . .. four . . .
three . . . two .. .
one . . . A great
burst of noise
pierces the night
echoing in the
winter air. ,
Happy New
Year !
The excitement of this
annua l holiday is
overlapped with
traditions that
can be dated
back to the
Babylonians
according to
www.wilstar.
com/ holidays/
newyear.htm .
One of these
is the practice of
making New
Year's resolutions, promises
to vourself and
others to do or
not do certain
things over the year. Today
some of the most popular
resolutions include loosing
weight and quitting smoking; for the Babylonians, it
was to return borrowed
farm equipment, according
to the Web site.
Steve Siporin, an associate professor with the
History and En glish departments who teaches folklore,
said, "It's logical that if the
world is starting anew,
you're starting anew also."
The image of the old
man as the old year and a
new baby for the new year
comes from an idea that
the world is literally being
"""!I""'

born aga in , Sipo rin said. It
origi n ated in tr ib;il cu lture s.
Sip o rin said th e hol iday has
becom e more secu lar toda y
and lost much of the sup erstiti o n, but we still celebr ate
those tr adit ions.
Other tr aditions var y
between cultures. Even the
date is not th e sam e for all.
Sip orin said the or ig ins of
havin g New Year 's on Janu ary
1 is ironic be cause it places it
eight days after Chr istmas,
Christ's birth , and in J ewish
tr adit ion that vias the da y he
would hav e bee1 circumcis ed.
"It 's an odd t me of the
year to ha ve it . Why in the
middle of winter l" Siporin

.

,

si d.
Gen erally the sp ring seems
lik a more p racti cal time to
stat th e year when the season are restarti ng , he said.
A one time, New Year's
was -eleb r.1ted on April l ,
Sipo,;n said. In the Celtic
cu ltu~ , O ct. 1 was celebrate d
as Ne v Yea· 's.
AcC1rdi~ to Siporin, the
tradition of n aking noise at
midnight cones from an
ancient idea th1t at the
m oment of son ething very
goo d eve ryo nes vulner able
to evi l spirits . Snorin said the
noise was "to scare away
dem ons at that critical
mom ent ."

-
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Textbook Reservation Form
To Make a Textbook Reservation•

Instructions:

please complete the following form and return it via mail o r ~ . o r drop it
off at the Bookstore lnforrnation Counter :

I. Complet~the Personal Information section.

1. Mark the .ppropriate spaces for Textbook
Preference.

Utah State University Bookstore
d o Textboo k Reservat ions
0200 Old Main Hill
Logan, UT 84322-0200 '

3. Complete 'tie Class Information section.
Refer to you-official semeste r schedule
bulletin for dt!:aileo informatio n.

4. Comp let e the 0 ayme nt Informatio n section.
FAX: (435) 797-3793

Please include Y'-tlraccount #, expiration date,
and authorized s~nature.

1. Penonal Information:
Full Na me : -----------------

--------

Mailing Address*: ----------------

- ------

City: ---------'----------

A. The Textbook Reservation service 1soffered by the USU Bookstore
to all students .This service allows students to have textbooks pulled off
the shelf. billed to a credit card. boxed. and ready for pick up.

q. What are the advantages of using this service?
A. The Textbook Reservation service allows students to set aside
textbooks without searching the shelves dunng the back-to-school rush
in the Bookstore. Students prepay their reservations with credit cards
to avoid checkout lines. Participating students simply come in and pick
up their reservation at their designated time.

--

- - ----

-

- -------

Zip: ____________

_

_

Fax: ( ___

la. Textbook Preferences
(Choose Only One)

lb. What textbooks do you want to purchase?
(Choose Only One)

Q Used, if available (new, if used are not available)
Q Used only (may not rece ive all boo ks)
Q New only(may not receive all books)

Q Require d textbooks only
Q Required and Optional t extbooks

3. Class Information:
I
I

Department

I

Mat h

I Course#
I

I

_

Office Ust Only

I

Sec.#

Instructor

D~pt. not
ordered

003

Calfahan

(Sample)

1050

Go To

Class ,

No Book
Reauired

'

I

-

~

I

class schedu le information.The Bookstore has a comprehensive class
database w ith corresponding textbooks. The store also knows whether
lextbooks are "required"' or "optional" as listed by the professor

I
I

I

Q, Should I reserve· new or used textbooks?
A. The deos,on to' purchase new or used textbooks is a matter of

I

preference. The pnmary benent of purchasing used textbooks 1sthat
they are 25% off the price of new textbooks. While used textbooks
are less expensive. they may contain wnt,ng. h1ghlight1ng.
or other marks
that some stude nts find distracting. The primary benefit of purchasing
a new textbook is that 1t is free of markings. New books are often
preferred if they will be kept for future ref~rence

!

A. The amount of money paid for textbooks vanes depending on how

--------

Email:

q. Do I need to know what textbooks I need before
making a reservation?
A, No. When making a reservation. the Bookstore only needs your

q. How much should I expect to pay for textbooks?

__

Evening Phone #: ( ___

Until
you
reserve
·°"
your
textbooks.
service and

- -~-----

State: ___

Daytime Phone #: (

q. What Is the Textbook Reservation
how does It work?

--

'

I

4. Payment Information

Q

VISA

Q MasterCard

Letter of Acknowledgment

Q Discover/Nevus

many credit hours are taken, which courses are taken. and whether used or
new textbooks are purchased. A student taking 12cred~ hours of general
education classes can expect to pay approximately $375 for new booksand
$280 for used textbooks. (Average on past Textbook Reservations.)

~•rd lnformatton/ Authortutlons
Number: ____

- ____

Q. When will my credit card be billed?
A. W e will not charge your account until we actually pull the books

Expiration Dat e __

/ __

- ____

- ___

* Once we have received your Textbook Reservation Form, 'Af!
willforward a Letter of Acknowledgment to the address listed
above . The letter will inform you of the following:
'
_

for your reservation .

(AuthorizedSignature)

•

When you can pick
up your textbooks.
Where to pick up
your textbooks.
How much you will
be charged for your
textbooks.

~-------------------~------------------------------------------

ltahState
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

The Utah Statesman • Monday, Dec. 4, 2000
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Students can serve
while
.
home for the holidays
JOAN~A HOOSTE

Staff Writer

The Christmas season
stresses the importance of service. It is one of the loneliest
times of the year for people
who have no families or
friends nearby. Students can
donate money to many charities, but they can also give of
their time. Volunteering is not
just about performing labor
for people, but interacting
with them.
Valorie Brown and Bryan
Nielsen work at the Volunteer
Service Center inside Smith's
grocery store. Brown stressed
that service is needed all year,
not just in December. She
referred to a new book entitled "Catch the Spirit" by
Susan K. Perry, Ph.D. The
book is a compilation of
youth who took the initiative
to provide service in their
communities.
She said she was touched
by the dedication of these
young people. The first chapter in the book was about
David Levitt. As a student in
grade school, he developed a
food drive from leftover cafeteria food. He said, "The
need for food is year-round,
not just on holidays when

people start donating ... They
have to eat three times a day."
Students who want to volunteer during the holidays can
get ideas from the \Veb site
www.volun teerm,ltch .org.
After typing in a zip code, the
Web site's database provides a
list of links and descriptions
of the work for specific organizations.
Some widely-known
national organizations include
Meals on vVheels, Sub for
Santa and the Humane
Society.
Meals on vVheels needs
people to deliver prepared
food to the elderly or others
who are restrained to their
house due to a disabilitv.
Sub for Santa provides
sponsors with families in need
of temporary assistance. This
organization also needs people to collect items at various
department stores.
The Humane Society,
geared to preventing cruelty
to animals, needs people to
walk dogs, groom cats and
adopt animals.
Nielsen said anyone can
perform service, even beyond
the confines of working for an
organization.
He said, "[When you] see a
need , you just go do it."

Students who plan on traveling to a large city can find
the nearest homeless shelter
and ask the workers there if
they need help serving or
cooking food or cleaning up.
"Anonymous service is
important as well," Brown
said.
Brown and :Nielsen listed
several activities people can
do in their own neighborhoods, like cleaning up litter
along the streets, taking out
the garbage for an elderly
person or shoveling someone
else's driveway.
After the holidays it is
important to sustain service.
Brown said, "Everyone has
one free hour a week. A lot of
things can be done in an hour
a week."
Logan also has a great need
for volunteers. Communiv
Abuse Prevention Service;
Agency will conduct a training
session for new volunteers at
the end of January 2001. Call
Heather, Erin or Jenny at 435753-2500 for further details.
Students who want information for other organizations can
call the Volunteer Service
Center at 752-3103 or contact
the Val R. Christensen Service
Center on the third floor of the
Taggart Student Center.

Alsop teaches students face to face

''You'ue Got mail"
Join Our USU Food Service
·Food Specials Mailing List
Receive valuable information via email about
~On Campus Food Specials
- @Employee Meal Plan Options
@Other Specials

SignUp Today
www.usu.edu/foodsrvc/ then click "Join Our Mailing List"
or fill out the information below and return to any USU Food Services Cashier

Email Address

----------------

- Department (if applicable)
CRYSTAL MOORE

Staff Writer

"I firmly believe that just
as there [is] a variety of people and learning methods,
there [is] a variety of effective
teaching methods," said Dr.
Ted Alsop, acting department
head for the Geography and
Earth Resources department.
"I'm trying to articulate effective teaching behaviors."
Alsop has been busy
researching teaching methods.
"My mos.t favorite present
research has to do with teaching behaviors," he said. "The
lecture format is just not as
effective as it used to be.
Especially with the wide variety of delivery techniques. All
of this electronic media offers
us extreme variety."
Alsop teaches Aerial
Photography, a 5000 level
class, and Physical Geology, a
general.
Alsop said he takes a different approach to his teaching
method.
"I try to energize [students]. I try to drive them
emotionally ... to make them
share in my enthusiasm of the
subject," he said. "I am a professor who has the same chal-

lenges in [his] personal role
statement as anyone else."
The difference, he said, is
that he looks for solutions.
"Each person has different
knowledge banks ... [and]
their learning methods are
different," Alsop said.
Alsop said he _sees teaching
as "a friendly discussion
between me and 300 students."
"I call it FTF, face to face
with 300 students," Alsop
said.
.
He said he also implements
humor and personal experience into his lessons.
"Did the guy laugh when
he slipped and fell on the ice?
Well no, but the ice cracked
up!" Alsop said, laughing.
Aside from being the acting dep;irtment head, teaching a wide variety of classes
and pe~forming research for
USU's College of Natural
Resources, Alsop also works
with the USU Extension.
"We visit county offices,
cities and agencies, usually by
invitation, and we'll help
them solve their environmental issues," Alsop said.
He said his goal is to teach
his students to be more environmentally conscious so they
can be part of that solution.

"I want my students to
have a knowledge of the natural resources and to apply
them to life," he said. "I want
to cause the subject matter to
have relevance and applicability to them; and, if I can get
them excited, they will learn."
Alsop has a contagious
enthusiasm for the subject
matter he teaches. Some of
his future goals include
improvement on those teaching methods that have made
his classes so appealing.
"I want to get better. I
want to become a more effective instructor, researcher ar,d
extension professional," Alsop
said.
Outside of school activities, Alsop coaches eighthgrade basketball. ·
"I coach my son's basket- ,
ball team along with my other
son," Alsop said.
He is also a soccer referee
for the Cache Valley Soccer
League and a Webelos leader
for his church; both his sons
received their Eagle Scout
Awards at an early age.
Alsop and his family have
lived in Cache Valley for 15
years. He said he and his wife
came to the valley because of
the teaching opportunities at

"The photos are getting
more varied. It's not just children anymore. \Ve are getting
couple shots, newlyweds, pets
and photos of the house,'' said
Kerri Brimmer, the owner of
naptime.com, a boutique site
that started doing baby
announcements but has since
moved into speciality photo
cards.
There are many smaller
sites, accepting digital or
mailed photos who will create
a custom photo card or holder
to slip a photo into. At some
of them you can have e-mail
conversations about what
works best with your image.
In Alabama, Ann Lee of
Pizazz cards.com offers customized borders that a photo
card can he slipped into. "The
trend has been a flat card, not
a fold-over, so there is no
room to write a note, no
room to Lee offers the tip
that this year gold is a big
accent color, as well as sepia
and black-and-white photos.
Since her business is done

online, she usually doesn't see
the photo that will be put int;o
the holder. But sometimes she
can imagine. One recent
order was for a border that
read: "Silent Night, Holy
Night, ALL IS CALM?"
"They must have a very
funny picture of crying
babies," she said. "Some people are very creative ."

usu.

► E-CARDS
· From Page 6
Dec. 2 l and promised to get
the cards in the mail before
the 25th.
Mishek said that although
it is too early to get firm
results on who is using the
service, the biggest surprise to
the company is the breakdown by gender. In Hallmark
stores, 90 percent of the buyers are women and
IO percent are men1 she said.
So far, Mishek said, buyers on
the site are nmning about 30
percent male. \Vhich could
mean that either men will <lo
any chore if it involves playing with a computer, or that
men really like to buy cards
but won't go into a store filled
with candles and stuffed
bears.
The Net may be the
biggest boon to those who
_ want to send photo greetings
and have memories of standing 10 deep on Dec. 15 at the
local photo shop, or want to
get more creative than two
kids wearing Santa hats on a
sled.
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ATTENTION Junior & Senior
PREHEALTH PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS

PACKET MEETING
Thursday, December 7
11:30-12:30 and
repeated 3:30-4:30 in BNR 202A
During this meeting, the USU Prehealth Professional
Evaluation Committee application packets will be handed out
and discussed. A completed packet requested by the committee
is necessary to participate in this program
The USU Prehealth Professional Evaluation Committee provides
instruction and guidance for all health professional applications.
In addition, an institutional letter of evaluation will be written for
those students meeting the minimal requirements of application
to professional schools.
THIS MEETING IS INTENDED FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO
WILL BE MAKING THEIR INITIAL APPLICATION TO PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS DURING THE 2001 CALENDAR YEAR FOR
FALL OF 2002 ENROLLMENT!
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First appearance bittersweet

for Ags

BYUsweeps
Utah State in
2nd round

Comeback
propels USU
past Missouri

Att.RO, MORTO','

S \l RE\
Senior Sports \Vriter
PRO\\) - Frida" ni!.!"ht's
nrntch between USU ,ll{d the
Uni,·ersit\· oL\lissouri \\\lS
what XCAA. Tournament
action is .111
about.
'Tm not sure I've e,·er been
invoked in ,1 more emotional!\'
up-and-dmrn matc:h," said ·
USU head coac:h'fom
Peterson.
In g,1111c
four, the Aggies were
one point ,may from elimination. Rut USU refused to die.
The Aggies defeated the Tigers
in five games (5-15, 15-6, 3-15,
16-H, 15-9).
"It w,1sa wild match," said
senior Amv Crosbie.
Both teains came out strong
<lefensivelvea riv in the first game, as the Tiger bid hcwered at 3-1 for 20 straight sideouts. The Tigers then scored
eight unans,\'ere<lpoints. USU
managed to sc:oreonly four
more points. ,\,1issouri retained
control of the hall .111d
finished
off game one 15-5. The Tigers
posted a .489 hitting percentage to the Aggies' .196 and outblocked USU 6-1.5.
"[Missouri \\ as] almost
unstoppable at times in that
first game," Crosbie said.
"But we weren't concerned
[about losing the matc:h]," said
senior Denae Moh Iman.
Crosbie said that momenntm
changes are p:1rtof volleyball.
This match was certainly no
exception.
A seemingly different USU
team stepped onto the court in
the second game.
The Aggies and Tigers
played tightly throughout the
begmning of the game. USU
pulled ahead 9-3, th1mksto
SHEREE"I

Sports Editor
PROVO - USU's first
NCAA Tournament run ended
Saturday in the second round as
No. 12 Brigham Young
University got their revenge.
The :\'"o.21 ,\ggies were in
every game, but it was the
Cougars who pulled away late
every time, winning ·15-9, 15-10,
15- 10.

"\Ve gave them a run for their
money," ~aid USU head coach
Tcnn Peterson. "[But] they outlasted us."
BYU, which swept Hofstra
Gniversitv in the first round,
now advances to the Sweet 16,
along with three other Big \\'est
Conference teams, Long Beach
State University, University of
California at Santa Barbara and
the University of the Pacific.
California Polytechnic State
University was
eliminated in the
second round by No. 2
University of Southern
California.
The Cougars
a team that
has made it to the third round
for five straight years
showed
their experience by turning close
g:ames(9-9, 10-9, 9-9) into \·ictones.
"My hat's off to Utah State,"
said BYUhead coach Elaine
Michaelis, ,vho is in her 39th
year. "It took everything we had
to heat them."
Even with a trip to Nebraska
at),take, BYU had extra motivation to win Saturdav in the Smith
Fieldhouse. The Aggies swept
the Cougm 15-13, 15-8, 15-6
on Sept. 12 in the Spectrum. It
was the first win ag,1instthe
instate rivals sinc:e 1981.
"Y\'e had to take care of that,''
Michaelis said.
. And they started early :is BYU
► SEE 2ND ROUND

HAILEY I\IACKA Y SPIKES the ball past Missouri defenders Friday night in the Smith Fieldhouse in Provo. MacKay had eight kills in

L.;SLJ'swin over the Tigers where they came back from down 14-11, and 2-1 in games./ Bobbi Watson photo
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Senior leadership supported by USU's youth - MacKay, Olmstead and Matheson
SHEREE1" SAUREt

SeriiorSports Writer
PROVO - Seniors Amv Crosl;ic,
Denae Moh Iman and Melissa
Schoepf, who have come to be known
as "The Big Three," led Utah State's
women's volleyball team both physically ,ind emotionally throughout the
2000 season. However , in the Aggies'
match ,1gainstBrigham Young
University Samrday night it was the
younger athletes' turn to shine.

Sophomore Hailey .\lacKay recorded ,1team-high 15 kills in the match
and contributed four block assists.
:\LicK.iy also posted a .290 hitting
percentage, the highest on the team.
The Bountiful native had heen
playing at middle blocker until one
week ,1g-o.;\ lacKav said she feels the
mm·e f~om middle blocker to outside
hitter 111,1de
,1positive difference in
her perfonmnce Saturday night.
Junior He:nher Olmste,1d helped on
defense, recording nine digs. Crosbie

said she doesn't think Olmstead
receives enough recognition for her
conmbutions to the team.
"Heather is a solid leJder," Crosbie
said. "Our team ,1 ill look to her [next
season]."

,\lich elle .\lath eson, also a junior,
performed well in the R\1J match.
:\Iatheson 's .~27 hitting percentage
w,1s second only to \LicKay's.
Matheson, a middle bloc:ker,a<l<leJ
ei_ght kills and committed only three
errors.

Red-shirt sophomore Shauni
Fluckiger showed great effort
Saturday as she notched seven digs.
Each dig came at crucial times <luring
long rallies.
MacKay, Olmstead and Matheson
each posted individual season bests
this year. MacKay hit .667 against the
University oHVyoming, Olmstead
hm1sted22 digs when USU played
California Polytechnic State
University, and J\ilatheson tallied
seven block assists vs. the University

of Utah.
As the seniors depart, Crosbie said
she believes the remaining players
will become leaders for the 2001 season.
"\Vhen the responsibility falls on
their shoulders, they'll get more confidence," she said.
'
MacKay said she is excited for next
season. She said it will be sad to see
th e seniors go, but hopes she can follow in The Big Three's example of
leadership .

How did I become a Twins fan? I've got five reasons

Reuben
Wadsworth

Why do you like the sports teams
you do? DPPp down, a,e you gui lty
of being a bandwagon fan? Do you
only like teams if lhC'yare winning 7
If you are a Rams, Yankees or
Lakers fan, I hop e you c,1n justity
your liking to pre-existing conditions
and not to Poch team's recent sue-.
cess. I pride myself on being a
MinnC'sota Twins f,lll, even through
the years of bargain-basement payrolls and futility since the tec1m's

~:

World Series victory in 1991. How
can a Utah native be a Twins fan,
vou ask? The reasons are five-fold:
' 1. Location: I grew up in
Bountiful, so you would probably
guess that I am a Jazz fan·. True. I've
tollowed the Jan religiously since
about 1989. My best friend and I
always h,1dJ.izz partiPs in junior
high and high school.
living so close to its campus, I
will admi t, I was also a University of
Utah sports fan growing ur,. The Salt
Lake Bull and Utah Grizzlies? 'io
briiiners. Oi course I'm J fan.
Location is the biggest reason why
I am d Ut.ih St,ite University c1thletics
fan now.
As vou may have J!ready guessed,
I'm not J Tv,:ins fan because I live in
,v1i11nesot,1.
The biggest reason I'm J
Tvvins ian comes next.
2. Players: Kirby Puckett was my
i,worite baseball player growing up,
,111dI w.is ,ilso ,1 big f,lll of Chuck
Knoblauch and Shane Mack - three
ke\ pl,1')crs in the T\yins' 1_991glory.

The reason I liked the S,111
francisco 49ers for so many years
was because of their nucleus of players - Steve Young, Jerry Rice, John
Taylor, Ronnie Lott and Roger Craig.
ow all but Rice are departed. Jeff
Garci;i? HC''s no StC'veYoung.
My '\/fl interests have shiited to
the Tcnm'SSl'l' Titans thl' last three
years because of the team's Utah
connC'ctions - tornlf'r Ut;ih rC'ceiver
Kevin Dyson ,rnd USU's own
Demario Brown. It's too bad both MC'
on injured reserve r-ght now.
Players can even be a rp;ison for
semi-liking teams I h,ive despised my
\vhole life. I dLlu,1llyfollow the
!3roncos a littla bit now that they
have former Utah running buck Mike
Anderson, and he is performing well
while Terrell Da\is s sidelined.
However, there are teams I sti 11 hate
even though I like some of their
players. I can never, ever be a
Yankees ian even though Knoblziuch
is now wearing pinstripes.
3. Influence of iamily or triends:

My former brother-in-law is reason
number three I like the Twins. He's
an avid fan and a lot of that rubbed
off on me. f le even gave me one of
the Twins caps I have. I'm sure most
of you can trace the liking of at least
one team to a friend or family mem ber.
. 4. Affiliation: I like the Twins. I
liked them even before their Triple A
affiliate, the Buzz, came to town in
1994, but it gave me even more justification for liking them for my wondering Utah friends. Now that the
Buzz are an affiliate of the Angels I
have no more justification , but by
now, none is needed.
I liked the Calgary Flames as a kid
because they were the parent team
of the old Salt Lake Golden Eagles,
and now that the Dallas Stars are the
parent club of the Grizzlies, I can't
help but be a little more interested in
them.
5. Merchandise: I didn't follow
the San Diego Chargers until my
brother and his wife gave me a

Chargers T-shirt for Christmas one
year when they were living near San
Diego. Merchandise is another reason I like the Titans - they have a
kick-butt logo and colors in my opin ion.
There ;ire other reasons for liking
teams, such as the venue they play
in (one reason for liking the Boston
Red Sox - Fenway Park is amazing)
and their coach (you couldn't have
helped liking BYU football just
because Lavell Edwards has been a
class act). But for my brother, a losing record is what attracts him to a
team. A few years ago the New
England Patriots were his favorite
:"-JFL
team. Last year, naturally, it was
the New Orleans Saints. This year,
unfortunately, it looks like the
Chargers are his favorite team, based
on their current one-win season.

Reuben Wadsworth is the assistant
sports editor of the Statesman. f le
welcomes comments at
ruebwads@cc.usu.edu.
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NCAA Volleyball Tournament

~ USU def. \lissouri 3-2 ·
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BYL def. Hof~tra3-0

Hockey
Colorado State 3, LSL 0
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NCAA Volleyball Tournament Others: Utah and Cal Poly were def. in

...§ Hockey
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LSL,8, L nh enit)
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ol L tah 2

BYL def. USU 3-0

the second round. UC Santa Barbara,
Long Beach St. and Pacific advance.
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USUsmokesUtah,shut out by ColoradoState
REUBEN \VAUSWOIHH
JASON TURI\ER

&

Staff Writers
MURRAY - The USU
hockey club split two over the
weekend, showing glimpses of
last year's team.

USU 8, Utah 2
The Aggies have been letting opposing teams get into
their heads this season - but
Saturday night at the Murray
Ice Center it was the Aggies
that got into the heads of
University of lJtah players on
their way to an 8-2 victory.
"We won with class " said
USU assistant coach 1-'C.
Dodson. "\Ve let Utah unravel
themselves."
Three Utah players - Jason
Lowder, Andy Van Wagoner
and David De Boer - were
ejected from the game. 'Evo
other Utes were whistled for
five-minute major penalties.
The Aggies total ejection and
five-minute, major count?
Zero.
Aggie captain Ryan Keys
said he told his players before
the game that if any of them
received a punch to laugh at it
and forget it.
Keys' words must have
worked.
Punches were thrown three
times at USU assistant captain
Aaron Burrell an<l all three
times he simply skated away.
"Burrell was really disciplined," said USU defenseman
Aaron Sutliff. "We kept really
good composure."
Sutliff was the player that
got the offense going when he
slipped the puck into the net
off Utah goaltender Jesse
Anderson's stick just two-anda-half minutes into the first
)erio<l. Three goals would folow in the period - one hy
Keys, Aaron Nlatern and assistant captain Deryk Anderson.
The second period was the
same. The Aggies found the
net four more times and USU
goaltender Quincy Martin only
let one puck past him in the
period to make the score 8-1
going into the third.
The Aggie offense didn't
score in the third, but it didn't
nee<l to as Utah could only
muster one go~] in the period.
"Our offense put the puck
away," Keys said. "Our defense
played strong."
The Utes were 14-0 and
ranked first in the American
Collegiate Hockey
Association's \Vest region going
into this weekend, hut the loss
to the Aggies Saturday coupled
with an 8-5 debacle to Weber
State University Friday may
drop them from the top spot.
After splitting the games this
weekend, USU's record now
stands at 5-9-4.
"\Ve knew we had to win
this game," Sutliff said.
After a tough loss to
Colorado State University the
night before, Dodson said his
Aggies' intensity level was high
goi'tlg into the contest.
"You could feel it in the
wann-ups," he said.
Dodson just hopes his team
plays the same way it did on
Saturday <luring the rest of the
season.
"I'd like to bottlt: up the
energy from this game and use
it [in the games) Thursday and
Saturday," he sai<l.
"\Ve're picking it up," Keys
said. "Tonight we had a complete set ."

l

CSU 3, USU.O
Any time the USU men's
hockey team plays Colorado
State University there are
hound to he penalties - hut

The George W. Romney Institute of
Public l\llanagement of the Marriott
School of Management
invites you to preview the

WORLD CLASS graduate degree
program - the Master of Public
Adminis.tration. Come explore the
opportunity to

MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
T~P MPA program
0
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AGGIE IA 'I TRACY looks for an open teammate to pass to during the game v~. ASU nn Oct. 28. USU
defeated No. 1 in the West Region, Utah, 8-2 on Saturday. / Liz '\1aud~lt'~ photo

officials couldn't have been prepared for Friday night's game
at the \Veber County Ice Sheet.
Up 1-0 midway through a
hotly-contested second period,
CSU capitalized on a couple of
Aggie penalties, turning a 1-0
dogfight into a three-goal
advantage on its way to a 3-0
victo 1y over the Aggies.
Much to the dismay of USU
head coach Jerry Crossley,
untimely penalties, most of
which he called "rernliatory
penalties," led to the Aggies'
demise.
"Instead of focusing on the
stuff that works for us, we start
doing stuff that works against
us," Crosslty said. "I like to
think of it as 'Do you want to
win or get even?"'
According to Crosslty, it
was the second Ram goal scored just when the Aggies
were about to sun·i\·e a fiveminute major penalty by Ian
Tracy for cross-checking that ultimately S\rnng the
momenmm in the Rams' favor.
"That was the swing point;
that was the triggering mechanism in this game," he said.
The first period was a
defensive battle as both the
Aggies and Rams used strong
defensive play to prevent their
opponent from getting good
looks at the net. \ Vhen the
teams were able to get shots
off, USU goalie Quincy Martin
(12 saves in the period, 27 for
the game) and CSU goalie
Jared Gryzskienicz (IO saves in
the period, 25 for the game)
were able to make routine
saves.
However, Ryan Glas' goal,
scored off a pass from Ben Peal
with 3:10 remaining, broke up
what looked like was going to
be a 0-0 deadlock entering the
first intermission.
USU came out strong for
the second period, controlling
the tempo of the period for the
first four minutes.
From then on, it was ugly.
After CSU forward Jason
Bowers scored to increase the
Rams' lead to 2-0, the teams
proceeded to trade penalties.
Shortly after Aggie fonvard
Kelly Froerer missed on a
screamer just wide of the goal,
CSU found the b,1ckof the net
on a Travis Burge slap shot .
Dtspite finding itself in a 30 hole, USU continued to battle. Unfortunately for the

Aggies, Gryzskienicz was up to
the challtnge, denying Deryk
Anderson on a breabwav
opportunity Jn<l stopping a
lastr b1,Rran Kevs.
The th1r<lper{o<l\\'.IS much
like the first - plus several
penalties.
Aggie forward Greg Sneed
said the team played fairly well
aside from a few minor break-

$15OFF
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downs ilml an in,1hility to capitalize on power play opportunities.
"I think the tenm overall
since the beo-innin()'of the season is playing 10 ti~nes hetttr,"
he ~aid.
Crosslev said, ""Te're as
good as ,11{y
ttam out there
when we're phying a smart,
controlled game."

Wednesday,
December
6, 20CL
3:30-6 : 00 p . m.
Univers~ty
Inn,
Room 507
Q•1es-ions
(801)
378-9173

Priority
Application
Deadl,n"
January
15,
Appl_catic•n
Deadline
March 1, 200:
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textbook
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Book!
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BUYBACK
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Hollway
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Sat.

www.bookstore.us
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Dec. 15
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Fri.

ltahState

8am - 4pm

UNIVERSITY
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Student
Center
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ltahState
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Basketball
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Saturday,
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Progressive ,
Shootout!
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ReunionNi ht:
Welcome
Backthe 1970-71
BasketballTeam,
the FirstTeamto Playin the
DeeGlenSmithSpedrum

NeedsDrive:Brin One
-.. •·"' Toilet, Item to the Game
and ReceiveAdmission
~!
Itemsinclude:sllampoo,soap,deod01a11t,
toothpaste,
deuia9 supplies,papertowels,toiletpilper,etc.

, . All itemsare donatedto CAPSA
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SETTER CH ELSI NEVES passes the ball to a teammate in the first round vs .
Missouri. USU won 5-15, 15-6, 3-15, 16-14, 15-9./Bobbi Watson photo
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took a 3-1 lead in the first game. An
ace by senior Denae Mohlman and
two Cougar errors gave USU the
lead.
Despite worse stats than Friday's
game, Mohlman said the USU
defense and passing were better vs.
BYU.
The hosts battled through a USU
timeout and 11 sideouts to gain an
8-4 advantage, only to have the
game seesaw back and forth. USG
tied the game 9-9 as substitute Emily
Kennedy's serves helped the Aggies
run off four straight points.
But with the crowd getting
behind the Cougars, BYU ran off six
straight for the 15-9 game win. USU
forced made BYU work for the 15th
point, fighting off two game-points
before Mohlman sent a spike just
beyond the baseline.
)unior Michelle Matheson gave
USU a good start by dunking an
errant BYU pass for the 1-0 le,1d.
The Aggies extended that lead to 7-3
on sophomore Hailey MacKay's kill.
But the tide turned again and BYU
tied the game on one of the team's

fiye aces in the match at 7-7. Amy
Crosbie missed on the next point to
give the Cougars the lead. Peterson
called timeout, but USU never got
the lead back.
Utah State again jumped out tp a
lead in game three, 4-0. But again
BYU was calm and collected and
rook the lead back 5-6. USU did
manage to tie the game 9-9, but
couldn't get the breaks it needed,
Peterson -said.
BYu even had a had a spike ricochet up into the rafters. The ball,
which would have been in the
stands, came back to the BYU court
and the Cougars won the point.
"'\Ve needed just one little break,"
Peterson said.
He said the coaches were proud
of l.iSU's hustle and cohesiveness.
That helped counter HYU's superior
height and athleticism, Peterson
said.
Despite the playoff watch,
Peterson and USU pl.tyers put the
season in perspective.
"Overall, our season was a big
success," Mahlman said.

· senior ~\leliss,1Schoepf's
fiye consecutin: pointe,1rning plays. Schoepf
recorded three kills, three
digs .md four block assists
in-game two alone.
:\Iohlnun and junior
Hailev .:\lacKav continued
to pace the teain, as
:\lacKav added three kills
and ;\lohlman posted a
.500 hitting percent,1ge.
USG put g,une two a\l'ay
15-6.
In what was vet another
turn-around, the Tigers
dominated the third' game,
winning 15-3. After USU
scored the first two points
of the game, ;\,lissouri
went o'n an 11-point rampage. Senior Heather
Gerber, sophomore Christi
.Mvers and freshman
As-hleeJohns led the
Tigers with hitting percentages all above .460 . As
a team, .Missouri hit .500,
while holding the Aggies
to a -.080.
,\lissouri struck first in
game four with five consecutive points. USU rallied back, tying the game
at 5-5 and pulled ahead to
an 11-7 lead. The Tigers
tied the game at 11 and
gained a H-11 lead. USU's
hopes of advancing in the
tournament hanging, the
Aggies earned a much needed sideout. C:rosbie's
kill on that play was followed by a service .ice that
paved tlie way for USU to
win the g.1111e
at 16-14 .
Peterson said he was
proud of the te,1111
for
coming back from an 111-1-deficit - without any
timeout-;.
"I had a lot less hair after
the match," he said.
Crosbie said the team
knows how to get out of
holes it creates for itself.
"We've been in a lot of
positions like that against
good teams," she said.
"\Ve have a great way of

climbing out as a te,1111."
The Mth and final game
w,1sa rally score to 15.
Both tea ms posted 1-1
records in rallr games during the reh'lllar ;e,1son.
The Aggi~s and Tigers
played-neck and neck.
:\'either team was ever
more than two points
,1head of the other until
Schoepf .md junior
;\lichelle ;\fatheson
teamed up on a block to
gi,·e USU a 12-9 lead. The
Aggies never looked hack
anti defeated ,\1issouri 159.
Both Peterson ,rnd
:\lissouri's head coach,
Susan Rreklow, agreed the
match was one ot"shifts in
momenmm .
"The team controlling
the [match] at the time·
could run their offense,"
Kreklow said.
Peterson noted th.1t
passing keyed the games
because ,rood passing
allowed cl1eAggies to work
their zig-z,1g and swing
hitting offense.
"The momentum went
~1pa~d dm~·n with pas.5mg, he s,ud.
While passing did play a
factor logistically, once a
team had control of the
ball, Crosbie said blocking
was the emotional catalyst
in the momentum
·
changes.
"[Blocking] is the most
gratifying thing you c,m do
against :111opponent," she
said.
For the match as ,1
whole, Moh Iman led the
Aggies with a team-high
.296 hitting percentage.
Despite losing the 111.1tch,
Missouri om-blocked
USU 18-15.5, posted 13
fewer errors and hit .239
as a team to USU's .166
hitting percentage. The
Aggies diJ out-dig the
Tigers 59-53 and outkilled the Tigers 67-64.
1
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CAMPUS
CMRIJSlM1A$:
TREE

~

Lighting December fourth
8:00 p.m. on the QUAD.

Tree lighted by President Emert.
Caroling and free hot chocolate.

C•••Cll

.,

CM R ll S fM1A$,

lREE

LAN1E

December 4 through 8 In the ·
Sunburst Lounge. Vote for
your favorite Christmas tree.
Trees donated to Sub for Santa.
···••Jo••· ··• ··~•-· •·'

ASUSII

STAB movie!
December 7 In the TSC Auditorium. STAB
presents "A Christmas Story.■•
Two showings 8:00 p.m and 10 p.m. Free tickets
with student ID in the TSC ticket office

Thursday

BASKETBALL
GAME
AGAINST
THE
UNIVERSITY
OF
UTAH.
TICKETS
ARE
AVAIIABLE
INTHE
USU
TICKET
OFFICE
AND
ARE
FREE
WITH
STUDENT
1D.PICK
UPTICKET
NOW
TOINSURE
GffilNG
INTO
THE
GAME.
GAME
TIME
7:00P.M.

WEAR
YOUR
AGGIE
BLUE!
Run for student government - ASUSUElection
packets for election 2001 are available in
TSC3 2 6 TODAY!
Filing deadline is January 31 by
1:00 p.m. to TSC326.

Good luck on finals!

Are you interested in being on the Election
Committee, contact Elections Coordinator Joilynne
at slh5 7@cc.usu.edu or call Public Relations Vice
President Marni Jenkins at 79 7-1719
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WantA
Challenge?
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Enroll ,n the Air Force Off icer Tran,ng School. In Just 12
weeks, as a commissioned officer, you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care. 30 days of vacation each
year, plus the opportun ty to travel and see the world.
~
A
To discover how h gh a career in
the Ar Force can take you, call
~.~
1-800-423-USAF , or visit our
•••
website at www.airforce.com

~J

U.S. AIR FORCE

Y'ied~CZ,

JEWELERS

"ForAil These Special limes"

Ultimate
anytime

40%off all
bridal sets

DA VE COLE (LEFT) and Jason Kite (middle) try to follow the frisbee flying past them during a
game with the Ultimate Frisbee club yesterday. The club, made up of ~tudents and alumni, plays
pick-up games three times a week (Sunday, Monday and Thursday). Anyone can join the club by
showing up at a game ./ Joc Ro~ley photo

'not good with other offers

FloridaStatewill- again- playforchampionship
,
Oklahoma and :\1iami beats
Florida in the Sugar Bowl on
Jan. 2, there's a chance for coFlorida State always seems
champions.
to be in the mix no ni,mer
The AP poll's sports writers
what system college football
and broadcasters vote indepenuses to decide a national
dently of the BCS, but the
champion.
coaches' poll crowns the
For the fourth time in the
Orange Bowl winner as its
last five seasons, the No. 3
champion.
Seminoles (11-1) will play for
"If that happens, then that
a national title - this time
will be what it is," BCS cooragainst No. l Oklahoma (12dinator John Swofford said.
0) in the Orange Bowl on Jan.
"The BCS doesn't eliminate
3.
that possibility. "'e've known
The Bowl Championship
that all along. It does minimize
Series' system of rating teams
the chances for it happening."
using polls, computers, s<.:hedFlorida State coach Bobbv
ule strength and losses, placed
Bowden understands his tea;n
the Seminoles second behind
could share a national title
the Sooners in its final standwith the Hurricanes, who beat
ings released Sunday.
the Seminoles 27-24 on Oct.
The matchup creates the
7. Still, he savs the BCS forpossibility of split national
mula proves his te,1111
deserves
champions. The AP media poll to ph1yin Miami.
and the coaches' poll have
"Everything was run
Oklahoma and Miami ranked
through the computer,"
1-2. If Florida State beats
Bowden said. "\\'e had nothing
RICHARD

ROSE:\BLATT

AssociatedPress

to do with it. The facts were
feel in <luring the season and it
came out ranking us second.
\Ye will accept that.
"It's No. I vs. No. 2 in the
BCS and if we were to beat
Oklahoma, then I think we
should he No. I in the nation
in the BCS. But that probably
won't happen in the AP unless
Florida beats ;\liami."
.\liami coach Butch Davis
s,1idhis team did its best to
reach the BCS title game,
being played in its 0\\'11 backr,1rd.
· "Regardless of how it
turned out, it can't t,1keanything away from our great.season," Davis said. "YVehad
some great games, against
Florida State and then Virginia
Tech. \\'e've won nine in a row
and did everything we think
we could have."
Sooners coach Bob Stoops
doesn't h:n e to explain how his
team landed where it did.

"I'm just glad there isn't any
deb.ice on us," he said. "For a
month, I'm glad I certainlv
don't ha\·e t~ defend our position."
Oklahoma, the nation's onlv
major unbeaten team after its·
27-2-l win o,·er Kansas State in
the Big 12 title game Saturday
night, is gunning for its sixth
national title and first since
1985.
Florida State (11-1) is trying to become just the seventh
school to win bJck-to-back
n,itional titles and the first
since ;'\ebraska in 1994-95.
The teams last met in the
Orange Bowl in 1981, with the
Soun~rs winning 18-17.
In the final BCS standings,
Oklahoma had 3.30 points,~
FloridJ State 5.37 and Miami
5.69. The clinching c1tegory
for the Seminoles was computer rankings, where the
Seminole; had a 1.28-point
edge over the Hurricrnes.

7 50 N. Main Street • (435)7 52-4130

Live Dec. 8th
@theUSUTaggartCenter
ShowStarts@ 8:30 p.m.
Ticketsare5 dollars@ the door
and3 dollarsin advance
www.cinnamonbrown.com

The Latest

■■■

ClassAds Get Read.
Haven't You Heard?
Expanded Classifieds coming soon to www.statesman.usu.edu

statesmanca cc.usu.e<Ju
TSC.Ruom319•797-177S
FAX 797-1760

BackBurner
Nlonday, Deceniber 4
._.Pick up free ticket to
STAB movie Dec. 7, 8
p.m. or 10 p.m. Ticket
office
-Seminar: Brian Child,
South Luangwa National
Park Zambia, '.'Saving

African \Vildlife", 7 p.m.,
NR, Room 105

Tuesday, December 5
._.President's Diversity
Forum, "Opportunities
for Diversity in Utah Part II: Religious
Diversity," 10 a.m. to
noon, ECC Auditorium.
•► Holiday Brown Bag

Luncheons for USG
Employees, ~IS, Room
217, noon to 1 p.m.

Wednesday, December 6
:.+"Don't Break the Bank
During the Holidays"
Holiday Brown Bag
Luncheons for USU
Employees, MS building
217, noon to 1 p.m. Lowcal treats and beverage

provided. Limited seating
call Heidi 797-1814 for
reservation.
-us U Basketball vs
Utah, 7:05 p.m. Spectrum

•Spring semester fee payment deadline Dec. 12 (m.,il)
or Dec. 19 in person. Avoid lines ,ind use the ()uJd sysmn
or touchtone sp;t<.:mtu pc1y.
•Do you ha,e J qu,11tcr' Operation Smile is selling
Christ1m1slinks in rhe l,,1,cment of the TSC fr,r 2 "ccb.
'I his will go to benefit chilrlrcn in clcYcloping countries
w/faci,11dcfonnirics. Onh 25 ceim.
•Lrnitcd C:arnpu~Volunt'tt:rs "Change Son1t:onc's
Christmas" I kip the elderly h,1\'c J better Christmas,
dun.He your change in the I !uh.
•The USU Green Party speaker Chuck \\'oolcry of the
\\'urld Fedcr,1list Assoc1,1tionwill speak on /\chining real
Security in the i\:cw J\lilknniwn i<tnot more l,omh-;, pcsticicb, ,111dconst1111ption.Dec. 5 p.111.TSC, R<>Jlll.135.
•Free J\hssagcs hy profossionals, pct Jn1111,1I,,
n.,p 111:1ts
,1nd rd,1x.1tion exerciscs, vou could ;ll'io lw the winner of ,1
tr.ivcl discount on your llLXtget.may from Sunrise Trnvel.
Dec. 5, 11:30 a.111.tu I :.H) p.111.ln1ern,11iunal Lounge TSC.
Sponsored by Counseling Center.
•CSU Cern111icsCuild ,11111ounccs
its annual holiday sale
Dec. 5 and 6. "llit sal~ takes place 111the T.1gg,1rt Student
Crntcr lnternJtion,11 Lounge (2nd floor) from CJ,1.111.
tu CJ
p.111.
•Tai chi Ch'uan soc.iety will he ofti.:ring ,1 free 1ntrrnluctorv cl,iss on Dec. 5. The cbss will he held \\ 'hitticr
c.;,nmuniry Center, 5:30 to (,:l,IJ. ,.m. lnfooK,y,\,,,. \ "
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Robertson 51iJ-82i2.
•Art exhibition featuring the works of Di,111eTcrrv and
Jerry fuhrinun Dec. 8, 6-tci 9 p.m. Jt furhim,111's F~.11n111g,
75 South Mam, downtown Logun.
•1 l1erc w1\llx: an¼, Leaclc~hip retreat on J111u,11,13th
for Jm·onc in the CoTicl(Cof ,\!("1iculn1rcwho Ill.I\· w,111tto be
;111:\g: A1nba~s~Hloror ~111for;\!,!, &n~1tur. P1c-r~gi~tr.1tion is
S2 lw Dec. 8 in lcJn Edwards office, \CSC:. Room 21~•C~mamon Brown and the Eskimo, cunL·cn Dec. ~.
fUO p.111.to midnight. TSC lntc111Jtinn,1Il.011nge. There
will he free drnwin~'S for ,1l!Uit.ir.Tickets ,ire S5 ,1t the door
or S.l in adv.rncc. l'urchasc;I :lt the tahle in TSC.
•USU Snowmobile Cluh meeting. Dec. 7, 7 p.111.
Sunhursr Lounge. Come help pl.m thi,, car acti,·iuc,. For
more info. jsn<K.>r<IJ@n.·.usu.t:duor i87-8269.
•.\fake ,1child's Christ111.1s.\krry. Support the \lortar
Bo.ml C:h,ldrLn's l.iter.tc\' book drive. Drnutt· u,ccl or new
books 10 stontcllcrs ,11 tlie C.1chc, "allcv .\l.111until Dec i
•·ru W~Hlll 1{,1nds,fot.:t Jnd hc~1rts,\ 'all~·yrcsidt:nts ;ln.:
cncuu1~1fcdto gil·c to the Mitten T rec ·,ponsorcd l>ythe
CSL'\\ omen's Center ,\d,·isor\' Bu.ml. Dun,1ti11nsof
:'\E.\\' mittms, hats, anJ ,ocks, t,,rCiche \\,lb
1nfonts
Jnd children arc wdco111cd. lr<·111s
m,n· be don,1icd through
Dec. J .l, ar 111Jnyloc.nions off c1111p1l~.
On c.1111pus
·1
C.1ro11sdSq11.1rc
.. \ lore infu. 71)7-1728.
•The CSU ,\hirriag e & F,unily Thcr,1py Clinic prO\ ides
u,dividual, marital, and family thcr:1py. The101p) 1, 1ndi\'icl11,1li1c<l
to meet the unique nl'cds .incl siru.1ti011>of
dienLs. Thcmpy is pro,idcd by i:raduJtc ,rudmrs complct111!(thetr .\l.S. degrees umler "'lx:n 1s1onuf d111ic1Ifarnlry
on ,1sliding frtcsc,1k bJ~is. For more infunmtiun or to
111.ikc,111
a1;puint1nen1, plc,ise call 797-7430. "J_ipoinr111cnts
,111.:
,J\:,1ih1
lie during hoth 1Llyand c,enin~ horn~.
l .
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December4
only
Better lngr~dients.
Bette1·Pizza.

December4
only

Get a large, one-topping pizza and the
price will be the time you order!
(i.e. 6:15 pm = $6.15 plus tax)
CARRYOUT
ONLY

755-9700

CARRYOUT
ONLY
910 North Main Street
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What is a
liberal,
exactly?

AStatesman
StaffEditotial

Be aware: Not everyone
celebrates Christmas

Rich
Timothy

It would appear that ever
since the wall went down
more than a decade ago, the
term liberal has replaced a
once-infamous word that could
only be whispered in small,
safe houses - communist.
Sure, the ideals are different,
but let's face it, Americans love
lo have a group that they are
afraid of, which they can point
their finger at and say, "This is
the element that is going lo
corrupt our youth!"
Well, let's take a look at the
term liberal as found in the
online Merriam-Webster dictionary: A person who is liberal
is (a) one who is open-minded
or not strict in the observance
of orthodox, traditional or
established forms or ways (b
capitalized) a member or supporter of a liberal political
party (c) an advocate or adherent of liberalism especially in
individual rights.
Pretty direct, don't you
think?
Liberals have, as of late,
acquired the perception from
society as the free-loving hippies who believe in drugs, sex
and rock and roll. But even
from the moment Elvis started
shaking his hips in public, the
radical influence of not adhering to orthodox, traditional or
established forms or ways has
been something that the orthodox and traditional have fought
against. The interesting thing is
that by examining the defini tion of liberal one can't help
but realize that our founding
fathers were the public hipshaking liberals of their day
and age.
The frightening thing is that

Simplicity, giving two principles
our society can definitely adopt
Mike
Howsden

Saint Francis of Assisi 11811182 AD

The life of Saint Francis of
Assisi can be described with
the concept of self-denial.
Unlike Saint Augustine,
Francis' early life did not
include involvement in all
types of worldly pleasures.
Instead , Francis started to
devote his life to God and
performed a variety of services for the church.
After of period of experiences with God, Francis
"renounced material goods
and family ties to embrace a
life of po~erty."
Possibly because of his
attractive personality, people
were drawn to Francis and
he ended up with a following that eventually led to the
formation of three orders of
Fr.:inciscans.
Francis created an order

► SEE LIBERAL
Page 13

Letters

to the

for men, women and lay
people. The basic tenant of
the Franciscan orders is a
simple rule of life. For
Francis, that meant giving up
pretty much everything in
order to devote himself completely to God's work.
As a culture I think we can
see at least two main benefits of following the example
of Saint Francis. The first is
the personal benefit we can
enjoy if we live a simple life
and the second is the societal benefits of reducing
waste and passing the wealth
around.
To explore the idea of the
personal benefits of a "simple" life, I think the phrase
"you don't own your possessions so much as your possessions own you" is useful.
To so me extent, our possessions help us live our lives.
Without food, shelter and
clothing, we wouldn't be
able to help anyone but
would constantly be preoccupied with worrying about
ourselves .
However, once we get
beyond the basic necessities
of life, each new possession
comes at a cost. If we have a
big house, we have to clean
it. If we have three cars, we
have to take all three to get
repairs. Each new possession

needs to be taken care of,
leaving us with less time to
do what is truly important.
The second societal benefit
we could receive is that we
could spread the wealth
around.
When we have more than
we absolutely need to get
by, we should give to those
less fortunate. With the extra
time we have that we aren't
spending taking care of our
possessions, we can do
things like teach in the community, do investigations
into how the government is
(mis)using our tax dollars, or
find one of a thousand other
ways to make the world a
better place.
I imagine it's just a dream
thinking that everyone or
even a large number of people would choose to live tnis
way, but I think I'm going to
do my best to start living this
type of lifestyle.
How about you?
Source: http://www.britannica.com

De;ir Editor,
I attended the Charlie
Brown production on Dec. 1
at the Fine Arts Center.
Sometime th.:it evening, I
believe I lost my wedding ring.
This is a very special ring to
me. It was my mother's, who
received it in the 1890s from
my dad, who mailed it to her.
My own wedding rings
were later combined with my
mother's. I lost my husband
two years ago, and I cc1n'ttell

you how devc1statingit hc1s
been to lose not only my husb;ind, but the token of his love
for me. I have placed c1n
advertisement in your newspaper. I am hoping that if any of
your patrons iind this ring, th;it
they will rpturn It. I c1111
offering
a reward, but the sentimenfol
value of th_is,ii~igi,1routweighs
its monetqry value, Any help
would be ,y1pr0ciater!.
Helen Dabling
801-393-6710 (call collect)

Fantasy lovers more tha n
Metallica 'dudes'
Dear Editor,
I write to t;ike issue with
Andy Morgan's preview of
the forthcoming movie
"Dungeons and Drc1gons,"
especially in regard to his
demeaning and inaccurc1te
stereotype of fantasy fans.
Fantasy today Is more
widely popular than ever
before. The new edition of
the Dungeons and Dragons
role-playing game heir! No. 3
bestseller status on
Amazon.com the day I purch;ised my copy. The computer game Diablo II hit gold
status before it was even officially released. Fantasy nov-

els by such authors as Terry
Brooks, Robert Jordan,
George R.R. Mc1rtin and Terry
Goodkind consistently top
the /\.ew York Times bestseller list. 1One of the myriad
oi fantc1syseries to top the
~ew York Times, the
Dragonlance Chronicles, w;is
actually derived from c1dventures written for the
Dungeons and Dragons
game.I
F,intc1syis also becoming
more respected ;is c1genre.
Historicc1lly , mu( h of the
ancient world ' s great liter;iture has aspects of tc1ntasy.
This includes sul h clive1se
works as clilssical mythology,

Norse sagas and medieval
romances. More recently,
master fantasist ).R.R.
Tolkien's "The Lord of the
Rings" was named the greatest novel of the 20th century.
Fantasy fans are not longhaired Metallica "dudes." We
are intelligent and creative
members of society. Many
readers of the Statesman
enjoy fantasy. Most of the
other readers would like it if
they ever tried it. The rest
undoubtedly consider
Budweiser commercials to be
sophisticated works of creativity.
/\.ew Line Cinema is to be
commended for working to
bring the world of fantasy to
the big screen through
movies such as "Dungeons
and Dragons" and the

The Utah Statesman.

Mike Howsden is in his last
semester as a philosophy
major at USU.
Send comments to
mike.howsden@usu.edu

upcoming trilogy "The Lord
of the Rings." Those of you
who would rather watch
hordes of furious dragons
(alas, without long hair or
Metallica shirts) and other
breathtaking scenes of imagination than "hordes of
dudes" who watch footbal I,
drink beer and scream
"Wazzup" into telephones
are invited to come see this
movie during finals week
with the USl,.JFantasy
Literature and Gaming Guild.
E-mail either. myself at
sln6n@cc.usu.edu or Robert
Strickland at rns@cc.usu.edu
for more information.
Nathan Baker
Vice President of the USU
Fantasy Literatu re and
Ga ming Guild

Students' tuition less than
1 6 percent of expenses
As a faculty member, I'm
often torn between supporting our administration's
request for increased tuition
levels and supporting student
efforts to hold tuition down.
Your Dec. 1 Editorial
"Attendance Should Not be
Graded" has lessened my
c1mbivalence. I take strong
exception to the phrase "USU
students have p;iid their
tuition and have the right to
choose how committed they
will be to ec1chof their classes." This statement perpetu-

Israe1/Pal'esti rie
situation more complex
than it seems

Dead Man's Polemic runs
every other Monday in

Editor

H ave you seen my
wedding ring?

Although Utah and Utah State University are
mostly made up of people who hang mistletoe
over their doorways and decorate Chr istmas
trees with tinsel and candy canes, there arc
other people who celebrate different holidays
at this time of year . Not everyone hangs stockings from their fireplaces and puts cookies out
for Old Saint Nick, and that's something that
needs to be acknowledged .
Hanukkah and Kwanzaa are the two most
common non-Christmas December holidays
that some of us choose to celebrate . When al I
the decorations at USU have to do with
Christmas as a commercial and religious hol iday, Jewish students who celebrate Hanukkah
and some African-Americans who celebrate
Kwanzaa, a spiritual holiday, are left out.
It's nice to sing Christmas carols and
wish people Merry Christmas at this time of
year, but it's even better when everyone feels
included in the holiday season. And the ho lidays don't just start in December. By
American commercial standards, when stores
start playing "Silent Night" and selling holly
berry-scented candles, the holidays begin during the Thanksgiving weekend.
This shouldn't be the time of year when
everyone sticks to what they know and what
they are comfortable with. In this situation ,
what most USU students are comfortable with
is the idea a baby being born in a stable and a
chubby man plopping down their chimneys.
It's important, however, to remember that
Christmas time is a time when all students can
come together to celebrate whatever they
believe.
Happy Holidays!

ates an outrageous myth.
According to the Utah
State University 1999 Fact
Book, tuition paid by students
accounts for less than 16 percent of the cost of running
this institution. Your education is, therefore, heavily subsidized. Aside from the direct
contribution of parents, this
subsidy comes from donations in the form of scholar► S EE L ETTERS
Page 14

GuySerbin,
graduate
studentinplants,soils
andbiometeorology
About two weeks have
passed si nee Lara Gale wrote
about how the Israeli-Arab
conflict affects USU students
from that area. Her report has
a few historical inaccuracies
and to a certain degree misrepresents my positions on th is
specific issue.
1. The article states that the
peace process was abandoned
in March , which is untrue. In
July of this year Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak and the
Palestinian Authority (PA)
Chairman Yassir Arafat met
with President Clinton at
Camp Dav id with the aim of
fina lizing a peace agreement
that would end the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Bara'k did
wh.it no other Israeli PM
before him would have considered doing;_ he offered ·
the Palestinians 90 percent of
Judea and Samaria, parts of
eastern Jerusalem and partial
control over the Temple
Mount, Judaism's holiest site.
As a result, Barak's government fell and new elections
will occur in the upcoming
months.
2. I never stated "both
sides were fighting for their
existence ..." and disagree
with it. I feel that the current
Palestinian uprising is occurring due to their leadership's
corrupt ion and religious fanaticism. I do want a peaceful
solution, but I do not think
that this can occur .
Considering that the PA is in a
state of virtual anarchy and
Arafat failing/ refusing to control his own people, there is
no point in negotiating with
them unless they get their act
together (As opposed to Israel,
which arrests and punishes
radical elements for attacks on
Arabs). Peace agreements are

useless if one side cannot nor
will not control their popu lation and see to their implementation. The PA also has an
extremely bad track record
with flagrant violations of all
previous agreements with
Israel.
3. Active hostilities
between Jews and various
Arab militias (who were supported by British forces) began
in November 1947 following
the passing of UN Pc1rtition
plan in the UN general assembly. On May 14, 1948, the last
British forces left the land of
Israel. The State of Israel
declared independence and
called out to the Arabs in
peace. Instead of replying to
this peace overture favorably ,
the armies of Lebanon, Syria,
Jordan, Iraq and Egypt invaded
the new country , stating that
they would drive the Jews into
the sea with the intention of
conquering it and divvying it
up amongst themselves. More
than a year later the Israeli
forces had succeeded in Iiberati ng large tracts of the land of
Israel from Arab occupation
and preventing their own
extermination.
However, by the time the
1949 Armistice agreement was
signed between Israel and its
Arab foes, east Jerusalem,
including the Jewish Quarter
of the Old City, the Temple
Mount and the Mount of
Olives cemetery, as well as
most of Judea, Samaria and
the Gaza Strip were under the
occupation of the Egyptian
and Jordanian armies. During
the 19 year occupation of
Jerusalem, the Jordanians
destroyed the Jewish Quarter
and its synagogues, passed
laws banning Jews from visiting the Temple Mount and the
Western wall and vandalized
the Mount of Olives cemetery.
4. The number of
Palestinian refugees is most
probably on the order of
450,000, not 700,000. The
article also fails to state that
► SEE I SRAEL/PALESTINE
Page 14
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You can wear the Diamond
Ring of Your Dreams at a
Price you can Afford!

.f

On the Web:
www.diamondsdirect.org
emai:
jim@ldmi.net
800-665-1592

► llllERS
From Page 13

1/2+;-Carat Diamond Rings
only $695;up
1.0+;-Carat Diamond Rings
only $1.295;up
Your Satisfaction

is Guaranteed!

Please c.all our campus rep: Chad Ramse~
770.3477 e Diamonds Direct,
PO-:•.·-Box 1954,
Sandpoint
ID.
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ships, from st-ate income taxes
and from individuals throughout the countrv whose
income taxes ~upport Pell
Grants, Work Study and
Federal Grants that cover the
maintenance of labs and
teaching iacilities.

So you can have
guns or butter. Ii you want
the right to waste the university's investment in you by
blowing off classes, stop
protesting tuition increases.
As a taxpayer and donor , I
expect students who benefit

I.

"OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIVERSITY
IN UTAH -- PART II: RELIGIOUS
DIVERSITY"
TUESDAY,S December 2000
l0A.M. TO 12 NOON
ECCLES CONFERENCE CENTER AUDITORIUM

President George Emert
will moderate panel discussion with audience

•

F. Ross Peterson, PhD, Assistant for Special Projects and Events, USU
Athletics, and Professor Emeritus of History at USU

•

H.Grant Vest, President, USU Sixth-Stake . Chun:h of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Sai.11ts

•

· Fr. Oarence ,J. Sanooval, Pastor , St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church, Logan

•

Ruth Eller, Rector, St. John's Episcopal Church, Logan

•

Jerry Hirano, Reverend, Buddhist Temple, Salt Lake City

•

Frank Johnke, Reverend, First Presbyterian Church, Logan

•

Richley H. Crapo, PhD, Professor of Anthropology, USU

Tlrisprogram is free a11dope11to lite public. Tire President's Diversity Forums are part of USU's
continuing commit me/II toutrdersta,11/iligand valuing diversity tlrrouglr i111ert1clive
disc11.uio11.For
furtlrer i1tfor111atio11
m to request 11!"C
ommodatio11sfar people HJi/1,di.mhilities, please call tire
Affim111tiveActio11/Equal Opport1111ity
Office at (435} 797-1266 11,,
later titan Friday, 1 December.

UtDhState
UNIVE~SITV

David F. Laney
Professor of Anthropology
Director of Honors

Attendanc ·e . is important, demonstrates
character, prepares for the real world
Dear Editor ,

JOINUSFORTHE
UT AH STATE UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT'S DIVERSITY FORUM

frcim my largess to give nothing less than 100 percent
commitment to every one of
their classes.

us to write," ... will be an
excellent employee whenever he chooses to come to
work," then let us know that
by treating our classes the
same way. Or, we could
write, " ... considering that
conflicts, personal relationships and overloaded commitments will come first, this
• student shou Id work out fine
in your graduate school."
Just demonstrate what you
want us to write; actions
speak louder than words.
We strive to be a first-rate
university. We want you to
see nuances and the interlocking significance of arts
and sciences and to have
freshened perspectives on ·life
and life's history. We want
you to have unique skills and
analytical powers. We hope
you will take up the life of
the curious and the trail of

It is too bad ii someone
on the Editorial Board (Dec.
1) did not hustle to class regularly and now is miffed at
being graded for that. It is
like buying bread. You paid
your price so maybe you can
throw slices away. However,
taxpayers, faculty efforts and
the university's donors paid
about two-thirds of your "instate" costs. Don't you be
surprised if they are annoyed
when you hunger too early.
You may graduate some
day. What to do then?
Employers wi 11ask for recommendations, especially
from professors. Most students want to regard their
college education as the one
that required real talent and
dedication. We faculty
should be honest. If you want

the interested. Texts can
make just every little thing
seem simple and ideal; we
want to sp;ire you from some
surprises later on.
You'll more easily find
the way of education when
you come to class, well prepared for the day. The advantage of being on campus is
that you· can hang out with
first-rate academics easier,
more often and to greater
advantage. The wise distance
student will create similar
opportunities for herself,
even if electronically. The
opportunity to learn from
experts is what "you" (real-ly
"we") paid for. Profit will
come later, if you think
about it now, and doing it
right is very genuine fun.
William A. Brindley
Professor, Biology

Telemark skiing, splitboarding different
than what article portrays
Dear Editor,
Come on Statesman, you
can do better. Your
Wednesday's article entitled
"Downhill Fun" was not only
poorly written, it contained
many untrue and misleading
facts about telemark skiing
and splitboarding. It was quite
obvious that Ms. Sulunga, in
fact, had no idea about the
topic or:i which she was writing, and spent little (if any)
time on her research for the
article.
To begin with, telemark
skiing has NOT been around
since before Christ_ Although
lit is truetliatTi-ee-K'eelskTs' . ' ~
'have been used in
Scandinavian countries for
more than 4,000 years, most

I

historians agree that the father
of modern skiing was a
Norwegian named Sondre
Norheim who demonstrated
the parallel and telemark turn
in the late 1860's.
The most noticeable difference between telemark skis
and their alpine counterparts
is not their "metal tips" as the
article stated, but rather their
free-heel binding which the
telemark turn requires to execute. Splitboarders cannot · ·.•
"telemark ski up a hill" as the
article states. Although not
theoretically impossible, I
have yet to see a splitboarder ·
execute a telemark turn downhi II/"lef alone upht-U.
The statement "[telemark
skiers get] in fact no air"
would most certainly be
untrue of an accomplished
skier under ideal conditions.
The amount of "air" one can
take is a function of the skier's
ability, not the technique.

Also contrary to the article,
neither telemark skiers ·nor
splitboarders use "hairs" on
their skis, but rather "skins".
The name "skins" comes from
the fact that they were originally made from animal hides.
Just about the only fact that
the article accurately portrayed is that telemark skiing
has experienced resurgence in
popularity in the past few
years. What once held a cult
status is nows.lowly moving to
the mainstream public.
Misleading and inaccurate
information, however, is not
going to help advance the
sport. The Utah Statesman
should do its readers a service'
and or1ly publish articles that
are informing, truthful and
well researched-articles th;:it
bring credit to both the
Statesman and the activities
that they claim to report.
Barry Croker

► lsRAEL/PALESTINE
From Page 13
immediately following the
cessation of active hosti Iities,
Israel was deluged with 1 .2
million Jewish refugees, the
majority of which came from
Arab nations. The Arab
nations failed to resettle
Palestinian refugees, even
though they were required to
do so by international law .
5. Israel has shown remarkable restraint when dealing
with the Palestinians, considering that in more than two
months of fighting only about
240 Palestinians have been
killed, even in comparison to
Western nations. Every other
Arab nation would have massacred several thousand people if faced with a similar situation.
6. While Arabs living under
Israeli mi Iitary rule don't have
any political representation

except for voting rights in the
PA and limited civilian control
in Area B of the West Bank, it
should also be pointed out
that Palestinians are secondclass citizens in any Arab
country, excepting possibly
Jordan. From a basic hllman
rights standpoint Arabs living
in Areas B and C of the West
Bank (which are under partial
or full control of the Israeli
army, respectively) have more
basic human rights and freedoms than those Iiving in area
A (which is under full PA control) or other Arab nations.
7. Israel and the Jewish people are being held up to an
unfair and discriminatory double-standard. To expect the
Israelis to walk like lambs to
the slaughter and not defend
themselves is unacceptable
and blatantly racist.

►LIBERAL
From Page 13
in the last election (1996) only
18 percent of those who voted
acknowledged themselves as
liberals. Granted, that's better
than the percentage of
Americans who voted for
Nader in this year's election wait , that's the same group,
isn't it? The point is that liberals are disappearing just like
all languages other than
English in this state.
Liberalism is still alive in
some aspects in this country.
Vermont allows same-sex marriages; up to eight states allow
marijuana for medicinal purposes; breakthroughs such as
the abortion pill have been
legalized (and it only took 10
years); and prayers are no
longer allowed in the public
school setting. Sure, they are
not adhering to the traditional

ways of this country, but when
Thomas Jefferson wrote the
Constitution for this melting
pot we call home, he wrote it
with the point of view that it
could change. It's set up to
allow for change.
The second we refuse to
challenge the established ways
of our society or the orthodox
views of tolerance and acceptance, we truly have lost our
way and even our history as a
nation. So, for the sake of the
American spirit and what this
country stands for, liberalism
had better be alive and not
only breathing, but talking as
well.

Rich Timothy's column
appears Mondays.
E-mail comments to
rtimothy1@hotmaif.com
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Hillary reports for freshn1an orientation
new book on White House history. Interviews Clinton has
given in recent weeks have
detailed the exact shade of
deep-sapphire blue chosen for
the White House Blue Room.
Nonetheless, aides say
Clinton also has been busily
preparing for her new job.
Last week she p:iid a courtesy call on Sen. Robert Byrd,
something of a ritual for new
Democratic members. The
West Virginia Democrat, elected in 1958, is considered the
chamber's foremost constitutional scholar and its in-house
historian.
Clinton's attendance at
"Senate School" on Tuesday
and Wednesday will mark her
public arrival on Capitol Hill as
successor to retiring
Democratic Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan.
After eight years in the
\Vhite House, where she was
considered the most politically
active first lady since Eleanor
Roosevelt, Clinton is familiar
with the workings of
Washington. After all, it was
the Republican-controlled
Congress that scuttled the
health care plan she championed early in her husband's first
term.
She joins 10 other senatorselect in a whirlwind of nuts-

SHANNON MCCAFFREY

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The
senator-elect from New York
reports for freshman orientation this week. With her own
Secret Service detail. And the
president as her date for a formal dinner Tuesday.
Hillary Rodham Clinton
stands out even in a Senate
class that includes Jon Corzine,
who spent a record $65 million
to win a seat in New Jersey,
and .Missouri'sJean Carnahan,
whose husband, Democratic
Gov. Mel Carnahan, died in a
plane crash weeks before the
election b1,t still defeated
Republican incumbentJohn
Ashcroft.
"She'll be there for orientation just like any other freshman senator," Clinton
spokesman Howard \Volfson
said. "I guess there will be a
few cameras around, too," he
added with a chuckle. After 16
months on a candidate on the
campaign trail in New York,
Clinton has resumed the highprofile public duties of a first
lady since her Nov. 7 victory
over GOP Rep. Rick Lazio.
She traveled to Vietnam
with the president, welcomed
the Christmas tree to the
White House and released a

and-bolts seminars, ranging
from how to set up an office to
the rules of the Senate. Thev
will join for class photos and a
tour of the tangle of Senate
passageways and hi<leaway
offices. Byrd will conduct a
tutorial on the Senate's historv.
On Tuesday night Clinton·
will attend the formal dinner at
the Supreme Court Building
with the president as her date.
One issue that remains
unclear is how the first lady's
Secret Service protection \Viii
work once she is in the Senate.
Clinton, like other former
first ladies, is entitled to Secret
Service protection for life. The
Secret Service regularly guards
members of Congress running
for president and vice president, and has on occasion protected individual members Sen. Edward Kennedv, DMass., for example _:_for limited periods, Secret Service
spokesman Marc Connolly
said.
But Clinton will be the first
member of Congress who
could have Secret Service protection for her entire tenure in
the Senate, he said.
"It is unique," Connolly
said.
The Secret Service has discussed the situation with the
Senate Sergeant at Anns and

Iraq says it will resume oil exports
it continued to halt its crude
"The Iraqi oil policy has
exports.
been always aimed at stability
AssociatedPress
"At the end of the day, they
of the world oil market. Iraq
can't
bear not to take advanhas
absolutely
no
intention
to
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq
tage of these higher prices,"
terminate or hinder the
said Sunday it would resume
said Gignoux. Friday's suspenexports of its crude in the
its oil exports to fulfill its
sion
was "an excuse to push
world
market,"
Rashid
said
at
existing contracts, backing
themselves further out of the
a news conference. He said
away from a halt it called two
(embargo) box," he added.
Iraq is working with U.N. oil
<laysearlier in a dispute with
Iraq has been under U.N.
overseers to export the full
the United Nations over pricsanctions since it invaded
quantity of oil agreed to
ing. Iraq, the third largest
Kuwait in August 1990 and
under the current six-month
producer in OPEC, stopped
was forced out seven months
phase of the oil-for-food deal.
production Friday, blaming
later by a U.S.-led internathe United Nations' refusal to This phase is due to end
tional
coalition. The current
Tuesday,
but
because
of
the
authorize a new payment
dispute came when Iraq made
disruption, pumping will now
arrangement for exports
be extended until sometime in its monthly proposal last week
under the oil-for-food profor prices on its oil exports.
January. Rashid said Iraq has
gram. The halt, however, did
The
U.N. sanctions commitno
conditions
for
resuming
not disrupt oil markets as
tee must approve the prices.
exports. ·
many had feared. The United
Peter Gigrarnx., head of cli.e· · Then under the oil-for-food
Stat~s"h'as'saHl~would tap \ts·' deal, profits from Iraqi
petroleum
desk at Salomon
reserves to cburi.ter any Iraqi
cut-off and Saudi Arabia - by Smith Barney in London, said exports go into an escrow
bank account used to buy
Iraq's decision "doesn't surfar OPEC's largest producer
food, medicine, humanitarian
prise
me
at
all."
- hinted it could do the
goods and to pay reparations
Gignoux noted that with
same, citing the need to keep
for the invasion.
oil
prices
still
hovering
above
the market stable. The
U.N. experts, however, said
$30 a barrel even after falling
announcement of Baghdad's
last week's proposed prices
more than a dollar Friday,
turnaround was made Sunday
were too low and the commitIraq would be missing out on
by Oil .Minister Amer
tee rejected them.
a handsome revenue stream if
Mohammed Rashid.
WAIELFALEH

Mexico's president wants to boost
treatment of Mexican-Americans
TRACI CARL

Associated Press

MEXICO CITY Presi<lent Vicente Fox
pledged Sunday to travel to
the U.S. border soon to personally greet Mexicans
returning home, providing an
example of how he believes
immigrants should be treated.
During a meeting with
Mexican-American leaders,
Fox repeated his vision of an
economically strong, stable
Mexico with jobs for its people and wages that eventually
could compete with those in
the Unite<l States.
"The dream is that each
kid, each young person, each
of our children could stay
with his family on this side of
the border, could stay here in
Mexico," he said.
His comments were greeted with tears and cheers of "It
can be done!"
Fox urged those attending

the event to invest in Mexico,
promising that their dollars
will be used to create job
opportunities for relatives left
behind. And he said his government would study ways to
make sure money from
Mexican immigrants in the
United States arrives cheaply
and safely.
Although he briefly mentioned his plan to work
toward opening the borders
between the United States
and Mexico, Fox focused
more on what he planned to
do for Mexican-Americans in
his first days in office.
Mexican Foreign Secretary
Jorge Castaneda pledged to
set up U.S. consulates that
will work more closely with
Mexicans in the United States
and "listen more to immigrants to try to bring them
more services."
Fox promised to travel
soon to the country's border
with the United States and

shake the hands of immigrants coming home - providing an example of how he
feels returning immigrants
should be treated. Those
returning to Mexico sometimes encounter mixed feelings on the part of Mexican
officials who may resent the
fact they left the country.
Before becoming president,
Fox served as governor of
Guanajuato state, which has
one of the highest rates of
migration north. Later
Sunday, he was scheduled to
continue a three-day inauguration celebration with stops
in Metepec and Guadalajara.
He entered the crowd of
Mexican-Americans earlier
Sunday like a movie star, with
many straining to take his
photo or get his autograph.
He spent several minutes
shaking the hands of sometimes tearful fans, and
stopped to give a bear hug to
acror Edward James Olmos.

the Capitol Police, but
Connolly declined to elaborate.
Like all new senators,
Clinton is eager to find out her
committee assignments. She
has expresse<linterest in the
Finance, Appropriations,
Education and Foreign
Relations committees. Those
assignments are not expected to
be made untilJanuarv.
The Senate's DeJTiocratic
leader, Tom Dasch le of South
Dakota, will determine where
Clinton ends up, but a potential 50-50 split in the Senate
could muddle the process.
Republicans do not seem in a
rush to do her any favors.
"She'll be one of l 00 coequals. She'll have to get used
to that," Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,
said after Clinton's election.
For now, Clinton's most
immediate concerns appear to
be the rather mundane details
of getting her office ready and
hiring staff with her $2.8 million annual budget. Aides say
her transition office and New
York City campaign office have
received hundreds of n;sumes.
\\Then it comes to office space,
she is trading in the West
Wing of the White House for
temporary digs until early
spring when she is assigned a
permanent office.

Cheneyto step
downif health
•
concernsanse
JOHN HEILPRIN

AssociatedPress

WASHINGTON (AP) Four·time heart attack sufferer
Dick Cheney said Sunday he'd
"absolutely" step down if he or
his doctors had any concerns
his health would impair his
ability to be vice president. The
59-year-old Republican heading up George W Bush's transition team suffered a sli_ght
heart attack on Nov. 22 but
quickly resumed his hectic
schedule.
"I'm here based on the
strong recommendations of my
doctors ... who would never
advise me to proceed as I am if
there was any doubt about my
capacity to do the job," Cheney
told NBC's Tim Russert on
"Meet the Press." Cheney suffered his first heart attack when
he was 37 and underwent
quadruple bypass surgery in
1988 to clear clogged arteries.
After his latest heart attack,
doctors discovered one of his
heart arteries was 90 percent
blocked and implanted a wire
scaffolding-like device called a
stent to push away the blockage
and prop open the artery walls.
"According to the doctors,
I'm stronger and healthier than
I was six months ago, because
we've gone in and done that
procedure," Cheney said. "If I
had any doubts about that, or if
they expressed any doubts or
reservations about my capacity
to do the job, I would not do
it."
After the appearance, he told
reporters outside the NBC studios that he "wouldn't be doing
this if the doctors hadn't signed
off on it." It was "perfectly
a?.propriate given my responsibilities," to press forward with
overseeing the transition after
his heart attack less than two
weeks earlier, he said.

LOOKING
FOR
AMAJOR?
CONS/ID
COMWIERIEISTROll/a
INFO'RMATION
1ECllNOI.OIJJ
We accept transfer credits from other departments: ECE, CS. *Program
contains hardware, software, microprocessing, networking and data
communications.

GREAT
SALARY
ANOEMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Contact Janet Hanson, 797-2790 or Ward Belliston, 797·

1801. Janet @engineering.usu.edu
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Robyne Baumgarner, LMT • 512-HEAL

SpecialSTUDENTrate
$25 I hr. in-home/office
- mobile massage service reg $45
expres 313 1101
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HEALING
HANDS
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Student

Travel

Spring Break'
HEADQUARTERS
Starting at

$789
Pricesbasedonquad occupancy
. AirtarefromSahLakeCfy. ~dudesaccorrmodati:>n
& transfe,sAHpackages
mustbe soldwitha
Councistudentticket(ISICCARDREQUIRED
). Caobe soldas "LandOn~ n cooiunciioo
wlf1a Councistudenttd<et.T~s depart
on Sundaysstaningon Feb. 25, 2001 Thelastdeparture~ Ap~1. 2001. Ratesdo not incl.dedepanu,elax.passengerfacii!y
charges& sll1ppn9
.

·

2144 South Highland Drive, Suite 120

TOLL FREE 1-877-FLYCOUNCIL
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t rave L. com
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: •••► Call us for an
advancement
EZ Loans
550 North Main, Suite 217 • 750-7000
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·oepo•Provera®
Contraceptive
Injection
sterile medroxyp :ogesterone
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acetate suspension

,s available at

~ ~!~i~i~~~taf
arenthood®
Clock Tower Plaza - 550 North Main St.
Logan, Utah

435-753-0724
Birth control, emergency contraception, pregnancy
testing, sexually transmitted infections & HIV testing
Hours: Mon. 8am-6pm, Tues. & Thurs. 8Clm-4pm
Wed. & Fri. 9am-5pm

YOU ARE INVITED TO COME
TO A MEETING TO DISCUSS
STUDY ABROAD IN GERMANY
MEETING:Thursday,
December
7
3 PM• MAIN202I
ProgramDates:
1 JUNETO 27JULY2001
Includesexcursions
to citiesin
GERMANY
Andotherpointsofcultureandbeauty
GET9 USUCREDITS
Forfutherinformation
contact:DR.I. JAPPINEN
USU DEPT. Of LANGUAGES AND PHILOSOPHY 797-1209
OR 797-1207 MA1N 204 (DEPT. OFFICE)

i□

'92 Saturn SC 2dr, Exe. cond111on
Loaded

IClassAds

ads(g slatesman.usu.cdu
TSC 319¥797-NE\YS
FAX 797-1760

ewH-w.stalesman.11s11.ed11

For rent! BlackhawkCondo,2 bedroom,1 and
1/2 bath,garage,contact801-554-6478
or 435723-8588
. S650
/month,

1987ChevoletNova93k, rebuilt engine.runs
great
Contact
Betsy
792-6093
s~3y@cc.usu.edu

HOUSEON DARWINAVENUE
! Femalecon•
tractfor SpringSemester.S800plus refundable
deposit. New. cute. cleanhouse. Superclose
to campus. CallSoon!764-3726

C/.)

WANTBETTER
TV?100CrystalChannels
OnlyS34.99
maincludescomplete
DISH systemandinstallation.Bonushool<-up
by 11:29
get3 mo.lreeprogramming
. 1-800
-580-2120

STATEWIDE

PLEASENOTE
Classifiedadvertisingdeadlinesare oneworking
dayprior to the day publicationis desiredat 1o
a.m. Cost per submissionis 10 centsper word
$1 minimum. Reducedratesfor quantityinser•
lions are available, Commercialrates vary,dependingon frequency. VISA, Mastercard,and
Discoverare also acceptedfor payment. Use
797-1775 to place phone ads. Advertisers
should carefully read lhe classified ad form,
TSC 319. The UtahStatesmanreservesthe
right io refuseanyad, display,or classified. The
Utah Staresmandisclaimsall liability for any
damagesufferedas a result of any advertise•
ment in the newspaper. TheSratesmanhas
aijthorityto edit and locateanyclassifiedadvertisementas deemedappropriate

EXTRAORDINARYGIFT SERIES

ADS
ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
adoption.
Warm,secure,lovinghomeavailable
fornew•
bornbaby.Pleasecallattorney
at 1-800-606·
4411. A-694
ADOPTION:
LET'SHELPeachother,Wecan
giveyournewborn
a homefilledwithlove,
laughter,
JOY
anda securefuture.Expenses
paid.CallJoanne& Fntz1-800-383-9650
CHARITY
CARS- DONATE
yourvehicle
, As
seenon OprahandPeopleMagazine!
Tax
deductible,
freetow.Weprovidedonated
vehicleslo struggling
families.
1-800-4424451www.charitycars
org
STEELBUILDINGS
SALE:5,000+sizes,
40x60x14.
S9,800;
50x75x14,
S12,826
,
50x100x16,
S16,518;
60x100xt6,
S18,329,
Mini-storage
buildirigs,
40x160,32 units.
S16,914.
Freebrochures
. www.senlinelbuild·
ings.oom
SentinelBuildings
, 800-327-0790
,
Extension
79.
POSTAL
JOBSS48,323.00
yr. Nowhiring-no
experience-paid
training-great
benefits
. Call
farlists,7 days.800-429-3660
ext.J954

* UNIQUE CHRISTMAS CARDS*
tB \,
~ CAFFE
,, ,._.........,._

Al EST.VENDING
Route.Oa.ilitymachines,
pnmelocations.
Sellwithin3 weeks.Under
$9Kinvestment,
excellent
profitpotential.
Finance
withgoodcredit.1-888-333-2254
(2417),

.....

NORTHERN
UTAH'SOll'LYCOFFEE
ROASTERS

GettingEngaged?

1985SaabGreatCondition S1000aboCall258·
5572,

WATERLESS
COOKWARE.
THIS is the
heavyhomedemonstrat
ionkind. Surgical
stainless
steel.Lilelimewarranty
. Still in the
box. Compare
at.S1500.SellinglorS695.1·
800-4217267

1994ChevyS-10Blazer,White, loaded.excel•
lent conditionS8995080, 757-8434,mustsell.

WORLD
BODYBUILDING
Inc.Biggermusclesguaranteed.
Complete
courseonlyS9.95.
Secrets
of Ch'i-Kung,Complete
courseonly
S24.95. ContainsDeathtouch.ironpalm,gold
bellcovering
. Sendcheckor moneyorderto
WorldBodyBuilding,1511-M
Sycamo
re Ave
n154,Hercu
les, CA94547or checkoutour
websiteWWN,WOr
ldbodybuI
ld1ng.com

Largesunnymainfloor3 bedroomw/d hook-up
& garage.heatfurnished. 445 East300 South.
RestrictionsS650/moCall750-5056
,

A Mazda323, white two doorcar with ,hatchback. Runs great. S1000ContactLisa 797• Male Contract: Private room, private bath,
clean, good roommates. 780 N. 700 E. n3.
5995
51075/semester.
CallJoeRowley@ 787-6228.

WOLFFTANNING
BEDS
. Tanal home!Buy
directandsave!Commercial/
HOl)1e
units
froms19g_oo.
Lowmonthlypayments
. Free
colorcatalog
. Calltodayt-800-842-1310

LOST& FOUND
FOUND: Nokia Phone by Alumni Center,21
Nov. Call 787-2447.

$1500weeklypotentialmailing our circulars.
For infocall 203-977-1720

''''

S700 Female Contract for Sale!! Great
roommates.1O min. walk from campus,
HUGEclosets, lots of cupboardspace,fun
atmospherelarge commonareas. Getting
marriedmust sell!Call Melissa713-4495.

1OOKpossiblefirst year! Internetproduct, need
recrurters,trainers,managers.sales. Bi-lingual
desired not required.
Send resume
patricia@awol.net,
fax 801-489-5753.
2 bedroompartial basement800 sq. ft. w/d
hook-up, part util. paid, Lease required
.
5450/moAvailable now755-9234
EarnExtraHolidayCashNow!
Workyourownset schedule
,
any hoursbetween7 amand 3 pm,M-F
3-bed, Furnishedapt.GoodLocation
No weekends!Getpaiqweekly, Na Sales!
S450/mo includesutilities,NS,NP
Applyin personat WesternWats.22 E.Genier Call 797-1148or 753-6768
in Logan,or call Peggyat 753-1303

'.)NCAMPUSHOUSINGcontractfor sale! Any)ne-Anywhereon campus
! 5% off original
ince! Jenn @ 750-5724.

'loommatesneededin a beautiful
ly furnished
1ousein Providence.Married coupleneededin
basement.No smokingdrinkingor pets. $300
a month plus utilities. Coma and enioy the
spectacularviewandpeacefulfun environment.
Call752-1423

Springcontracts,Privateroom,andbath, Utilit·
ies pluscableincluded
. 753-8128

Want your own bedroomand bathroom?Two
femalecontractsfor sale! Niceroommages,
~/d

STUDENTS:
InternetUsersWanted!
$20/$120/Hour
possiblesurfingthe internet.
E-mail: memberservices@giodesign2
.com,
leavepostaladdressfor info Packet!
(SubjectDeptUT)

FORSALE
BrentwoodApartment. Own room, and own
bath. Washer/dryer
, 752-8024
,

DISH Networkblows cable away! No equipment to buy, low monthlyprice, the bes1programmingand FREEinstallation!Trendsetters
1-877-346-3733

Female roommatewantedgreat location.693
North 800 East, Alpha Chi Omega house.
Membershipnot necessary. Meal included
made by in housecook. Call Breanne7526332.
Privatefemalecontractfor sale. Closeto
campus.$700obo.ContactBetsy792-6093,
slf3y@cc.usu.edu

Middleof th, hlocbt
the signof the clock.

Thitik

Again

funny

INSTRUCTION
air station, We can take care of all your scuba
needs.Sales.rentals,and instructions.
Classes
are year round,you can be certifiedin just two
weekends!Groupratesavailable.For morein•
fa. call752-1793.
The BearRiver Taichi Ch'uanSocietywill be
offering a free introductoryclass on Tuesday
Dec. 5. The classwill be held at the Whittier
Commun
ity Center from5:30 • 6:30 p.m. Tia
chi Chu'uan is a classical Chinesetraining
and martialart. A gentle exercise, performed
in a calmandpeacefulmanner,T'aichi is ben·
elicialfor bothyoungandold. Improved bal•
ance, flexibility, self-healing, illness prevention, stressreduction, meditation
, internalenergydevelopment, andself-defense
are but a
few of the M 's contemporary
uses. For more
information,
call KayoRobertsonat 563-8272
.

Over 1000 ItemsInell.ding:Pianos,Cars,Bus,Minivans,andPickt.ps,
Air Compressors,
Snowblowers,
Chairs,Desks,Tables,Working
ComputerSystems,LaserPrinters,Lathe,Weldersandmu::hmore!
Manyitemsmarkedas "CashandCarry"with no bid required.

CheckoutourWebSiteatwww.usu.eckJ/~
surplus/

Here's
the
Bottom
·Line:
GoodMoney.

myDreambed.com
GettingMarried? Need a new king or Queen
sized mattress?Lookingfor a big fat PillowTop
mattress?You can now save hundredsof dollars on new Serta mattressesof any size at
www.myOreambed
.com. _

j,

dentDiscountPhone713-0703

WNAT'~ M\' LJ:ffi?
Win

Diamondnng 1/4 caret5350 valuedal S600.
753-1618

Dec.6, 7,8 Time:9a.m~6p.m.Daily
Location:880 East 1250 North-Northof Romney
Stadium

SKULLBAND
ReasonableattractiveChristmas
gifts FleeceCaps, ski bands. - more! 10% Stu·
.. -------------------------.

JEWELRY
Certified JC Millenniumcut diamonds.
88 facets.CallJoelNelsoncollect in SLC801·
278-5230I Jrte1son@br.state.ut.us

PublicInvited

•onkyo
5.0 surround sound receiverw/5
speakers and subwoffer. Greatsound$80 obo
sldbk@cc.usu.edu
Call755-9993

StoreHours:
Monday•

WEDDING
SERVICE
LIVEMUSICFOR WEDDINGS
! Call All-OccasionsStringQuartet750-6174

usu
BidSale

Apartmentfor rent, $160 shared/nmfemale
cntrct. Call Cyn1hia 752-7720or 753-5099for
details.

Female contract at Glenwood Apartments.
$1070 for springsemester. Deposit is yours!
Close ta Campus.
Great roommates,
washer/dryer in apartment! Privatebathroom
andinternetline. CallAnnie713-6430.

Why rentwhen you can awn Yorkshire Village
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage, first time buyers program available.
Model homeat 1800North300West,Logan, or
call 755-6699. www,yarkshirevillage,cam
Marketedthrough Homebased
Realty.

BlueWater Scuba of Logan, Logan's official

FORRENT

HELPWANTED

5 womento workat Cha1eau
ApresLodgefor
the ski season. Will provideroom/board,
lift
pass+ salary. Housekeeping
& officeschedulesavailable,Pleasecall 435-649-9372.

S.E.NeedhamJewelers141 N. Main
Friday
9:30 • 8:00
75z..,
7149

I will pay you S100to buy my contract! Any on
campushousing,MaleFemale singleor family.
CallsoonI 764-3726

;,.\ '.,\ ~, "" ;,.'i''

SKI/SNOWBOARD
PARKCITY

If youarenot, butyouknowsomeone
that is, tellhimaboutthediamond
engagement
ringstore.

apt.. assignedparking,closeto campus.t;aII
Rachelor Amyat 753-7293or 801-673-4747

S3995
/obo. ·95 Mitsubishi MirageS-coupeExe,
condItIon.S5995
,obo. '86 F250 longbed 79k
miles,exc. condition.newtires. newpaint,new
condtion.S9295
/obo. ·93 DodgeCommingsturbo longbed4X4 Must see extras S12,500
/obo
DL 4198Phone755-9234

NEXT

SEMESTER!

thoughts
holiday!

over

COMPUTER
STIJFF
AMO K6-lll+ 450 chips for sale. 0,18 micron,
256k on-die L2 cache. Highly overclockable.
$69.00 Call 755-9652 for details, or visit
http://home.earthlink
,neV-jeffclose/

the

CARS& TRUCKS

Good
entries,
son-ie plays on ·words,
sorne references.
to casual Friday,
but the nod goes to the gag
dropped
in by ANONYMOUS!
(again!)
His or her caption
is shown
below ·. Keep trying and you, too,
can win!

Five minutesinto the meeting, Jones whipped open his
laptop and knew hB was in
trouble... ~

For All Your Insurance Needs,
Includ ing Student Health
Insurance

258-5572

•Full-time night cleanup shifts available
•Vacation,retirement plan, in-plant cafeteria
•FamilyMedical& Dental Coverage.
•Competitivewages for students!
•These benefits and others ate also available.

E.A.Miller

410 North200 West,Hyrum•(801)245-6456ext. 246
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Plenty more
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at

www.statesman.usu.edu,
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www.offthemark.com
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ToplcehereInclude
hand-waehlne,
cleanlne,
food,
Immunization,
antlvlotlce,pete,andwildanlmale.
ThieUSeovemment
elte.a part of the National
Centerfor lnfectloue
Dleeaeee,
le quitecomprehenelve
andfaet to load.If youareworriedavouteermethle
flueeaeon.
checkIt out.
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Dave's Holiday Gift Guide Once again, the holidays are
warns, "the product might cause
upon us, and here at the
uneasiness of slight pain.' It also
Holiday Gift Guide Commdnd
suggests that "during the use,
Center, we
avoid any excesare definitesive stimulation
ly feeling
and impact on the
the "spirit of
nose."
the season."
Also we
When our
:w:,B;""❖o:«<>*~~*¼=•=:»>xw❖:-·
;~i~Jou
"elves"
answer the
sneezing, because
telephone,
you would not
they say:
make the best
impression if this
"Ho! Ho!
device came
Ho!" If they
shooting out of
leave out
even a sinyour nose and
landed in the
gle "ho," we
entree of your spegive them a
cia I date.
jolt with our
holiday cattle prod. That is how
But despite the risks, we
seriously we take the holidays.
think you would be clinically
It is that kind of discipline that
insane not to buy this product
enables us to produce our
for all the people you know
famous annual Holiday Gift
who would like to change their
Guide ( a collection of very spe- future of the 21st century. But
cial gift ideas that you wi II not
beware of imitators! As the
find anywhere else in the world
Cleopatra brochure warns:
that has even the tiniest shred of
"Notice: Since CLEOPATRA
good taste. These are not the
is the first only kind of various
beauty-supply product a variety
kind of "ho-hum" gifts that get
stuck away in a drawer someof imitation procucts of "knockwhere. No sir, these are the
offs' are expected. Thus, customer discretion is highly reckind of high-impact gifts that go
straight into the dumpster.
ommended."
We could not have said it
Many people ask us: Where do
you FIND these things? The
better ourselves.
answer is that we scour the
NORI, THE ORIGINAL NASAL
globe. Every year, at tremendous tax-deductible expense,
PASSAGECLEANER
$49.50 plus shipping and hanwe travel to Paris, London,
dling (from the U.S. distributor)
Rome, Hong Kong, Las Vegas
from Richard Steiner,
and many other exotic foreign
Forchstrasse279. 8008 Zurich,
places in search of items that
are suitable for the Gift Guide.
Switzerland Tel. 41- l-422But we never find any, so at the
686B; Internet:
www2.active.ch/gerstei/main.e
last minute we come home and
n.html
use stuff we ordered by mail.
This would make a fine comBear in mind, as you read
this Gift Guide, that every single
panion gift for the Cleopatra
item you see in it is real. That's
Nose Lifter: Together, they send
correct: We are not making
the joyful holiday message:
"Your nose needs a LOT of
these items up. You can actually buy them! We know this
work."
The Nori Nasal Passage
because we personally bought
Cleaner is a hygiene device that
all of them using money gracleans out those pesky nasal
ciously provided by The Miami
Herald. And if you don't think
passages in a unique manner
that is hard for the layperson to
it's fun to be able to submit an
believe, or even look directly at.
expense report requesting reim''Blowing your nose is not
bursement for a golf club made
enough!" states the Nori promofrom the sexual organ of a bull,
tionar material, adding that a
then you frankly don't know
nose "needs regular deaning to
what fun is.
remove buildup and residue."
In addition to actually having
This is where the Nori ..
our employer purchas~ t_he~e .
which iooks like a smail mutant
items, we here at the Gift Guide
teapot, comes into play.
Command Center thoroughly
According to the instructions,
test every item by opening the
you fill it with salt water. Then:
box and looking at the contents
"While leaning over a sink 1
for several seconds. Sometimes
tilt your head sideways and
we even touch the contents,
slightly inserl'jh 5H' ll
to o~e
unress they are mea t to be
nostril. lmpo,fant! Your mouth
inserted nasally.
must stay open! The salt water
It is because of this rigorous
will flow through the nasal pasQuality Control procedure that
sage and come out the other
we are able to offer our exclunostril."
sive:
You read that correctly: The
HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE ''NO
water goes into one nostril and
EXCUSES"WARRANTY: If you
comes out the other. So this is
purchase one of these Gift
not just a hygiene device: It also
Guide items, and you for any
would make a great "ice-breakreason whatsoever are not totaler" at formal dinner parties
ly 100 percent satisfied, then
("Hey everybody! Watch THIS!")
simply send the item to us in its
We understand that Martha
original packaging, along with
Stewart has at lea1t one of these
the original paperwork, the origdevices in every room of her
inal deed to your house and an
house.
original oil by the French
postimpressionist painter Paul
NtPGUARD NIPPLE PROTECGauguin (1848-1903). You will
TORS
receive a full refund within six
$8.95 plus shipping and hanweeks or 125 years, whichever
dling from NipGuards, 2232 S.
is later. We make no excuses
Main St., 361, Ann Arbor,
for this warranty.
Mich. 48103, (734) 528-3555,
But enough of these lega I
fax (734) 528-2892, or tolltechnicalities' It's time to unveil
free: 877-369-1600. Internet:
this year's Giit Guide items,
www.nipguards.com
starting with the truly amazing:
Most Americans frankly do
not give enough thought to nipCLEOPATRA NOSE LIFTER
ple protection. Or, if they do,
$79.95 plus shipping and handling from Lifestyle Fascination, they never say anything about it
110 Lehigh Ave., P.0. Box
to
Why is nipple protection
3023, Lakewood, N.J. 08701important? For a graphic answer
8123, (800) 669 -0987, Internet:
to that question, take a gander
www.lifestylefascination.com
at the official NipGuards web This is the perfect holiday
site, www .NipGuards.com.
gift for the person on your list
There you will see dramatic
about whom you constantly
color photographs ot a long-disremark: "He or she would be
tance runner before and after he
SO much more attractive if his
started using NipGuards . In the
or her nostrils were narrower!"
before picture, you can clearly
The Cleopatra Nose Lifter is
see that ( get ready ( (italics) his
a spring-loaded device that you
nipples are bleeding. (end ital insert into each nostri I.
ics) We don't believe that any
Ac co rding to the catalog we
thinking person can look at
ordered it from, the device "lifts
these photographs and not realand sculpts your nose for that
ize that "Bleeding Nipples"
thinner , slightly upturned look. "
would be an excellent name for
What is more, the catalo g
a rock band.
states, this device "does what
The NipGuards website also
many "nose jobs' do not: It narfeatures endorsements and testirows your nostrils to give your
monials from runners, including
nose the chiseled look found in
the following, which we swear
so many models."
we are not making up:
We feel that the Cleopatra
"Thanks to NipGuards I no
Nose Lifter ( named for the leglonger have to worry about
endary queen of ancient Egypt
cracked, achy, bloody nipples.
who was famed for putting
Gone arc the days when I
things up her nose ( is worth
dreaded taking my shirt off in
buying just for the accompany front of others. I took a trip
ing brochure, which has thi s
down to Florida recent ly and
inspirational quotation on the
was pleasantly surprised that the
cover:
salt water did not burn them.
"NOW I will make my nose
This is the first time in years that
one millimeter higher to change
thev have not burned! Thanks
my future of the 21st century."
NipGuarus for giving me back
Under the heading "When To
Use," the brochure states:
my. nippl•:~!"
We believe it was Abraham
"CLEOPATRA can be used in
Lincoln who said, "There is no
various occasions such as a job
interview, an important business greater gift than to give a man
back his nipples." And so we
meeting , a special date, a gradbelieve that NipGuards would
uation ceremony or whenev er
be a wonderful gift for that
taking pictures and etc."
cia l guy" on your list ( even i
The brochure explains how to
he's not a runner' He might be
insert the device, .using special
simply the kind of man who
little tweezers supplied. "If you
prefers to keep his nipples cov used incorrectly," the brochure

WORLD :h~uull

Dave
Barty

us.

ered at the beach or swimming
pool, thus surrounding himselt
with an aura of mystery and
suave debonairehood that has
attractive women exciteuly
whispering: ''I wonder what his
nipples look like!"
It is an open secret in
Hollywood that Brad Pitt purchases this item by the gross.
FAKE HEAD-BOBBING
WOODPECKER
$4.95 plus shipping and handling from Deer Creek
Products, 3038 NW 25th Ave.,
Pompano Beach, Fla. 33069,
(954)978-0597. Allow 4-6
weeks for delivery.
We all love birds.
Unfortunately, they are unreliable and stupid. Instead of
hanging around our gardens in
a decorative manner, as nature
intended, they're always off
migrating, pooping on cars, sitting on utility lines for no apparent reason, etc.
Fortunately, we no longer
have to depend on birds to
beautify our properties, thanks
to this inexpensive, yet amazingly cheap, fake woodpecker.
In the actual words of the catalog from which we ordered it,
this woodpecker "adds nature
and charm to any garden." It is
made from natural plastic , and
it boasts a unique "bobbing
head" feature, which means that
the head is mounted on a
spring, so that when a breeze
blows, the head wobbles
around exactly the way a real
woodpecker's head would following a serious turbine accident.
If you have a nature-lover on
your gift list, we cannot imagine
a better gift than this woodpecker to senu the heartwarming
message: "I value our relationship at under $5 ." This is the
very same item that none other
than Mr. Donald Trump gives as
a romantic token to whatever
I ucky gal is currently the "special lady" in his life.

Don't leave home without it
Agricultural Commodities
Reportedly D;imaged by Stink
Bugs." with detailed acreage
breakdowns on sut.h crops as
alialia, corn, macadamias and
even drv beans! Do not be surprised to see the child's eyes
brim with te,us of happiness.
According lo Hollywood
insiders, ''Stink Bugs oi
Economic Importance in
America 1'orth oi Mexico" will
soon be made into a major
motion picture starring Keanu
Ree\es as a genetically
enhanced soybean plant who
leads his crop in a valiant
defense against a ferocious
army of invading stink bugs led
by the evi I queen, Oclora
(Courtn ey Love).
LEAF GATHERERS
$6.95 per set of two, plus shipping and handling from Deer
Creek Products, 3038 NW 25th
Ave., Pompano Beach, Fla.
33069, (954) 978-0597. Allow
4-6 weeks for delivery.
If you're still using an oldfashioned rake to collect your
leaves, we have exciting news
for you: You re a moron.
We say this because now
there's a brand-new way to pick
up yard debris, which is to put

FAT-REDUCING RING
$4.95 plus shipping and han:f
dling from Deer Creek
Products, 3038 N.W. 25th
Ave., Pompano Beach, Fla.
33069, (954) 978-0597. Allow
4-6 weeks for delivery.
For lar too long, so-called
a
"medical experts'' have been
•
spre;iding the myth that the way
to lose weight is to eat less and
exercise more. When are they
going to get out of the "Dark
Ages'' ..
realize thJt the REAL
secret to weight loss is: wearing
a ring.
At this point , you're probably
saying, "Wait a minute! Th,1t
•-!sounds too e;isy! There must be 'f'
a catch, right?"
Yes, there is. It is absurd to
•.
think you can lose weight merely by wearing a ring. That
makes no sense! The scientiiic
•
fact is: (italics) You must wear
+
the ring on the correct iinger.
+
(end italics) We know this is
true because it says so right in
the cJtalog from which we
'fa
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Wed. Dec. 6th & Fri. Dec. 8th
8-2:30 TSC 1st floor •
While supplies ast

Sponsored
byAED

7737, fax: (800) 374-3401, I

"sre-

attends J diplomatic reception
without a pdir ot these bJbies
firmly strapped on.

SCRUB SALE

STINK BUGS OF ECONOMIC
IMPORTANCE IN AMERICA
NORTH OF MEXICO
$69.95 plus shipping and handling from CRC Press, 2000
N.W. Corporate Blvd. 1 Boca
Raton, Fla. 33431, (800) 272-

Each year, we try to include
a I itera ry selection in the
Holiday Gift Guide, for the
"intellectual" type of human on
your ~ist. 1hiE,cy!:1wwe .ai:e.very
pleas~d to ptesent ope of the
"catchiest" titles we can remember: "Stink Bugs of Economic
Importance in America North of
Mexico."
We frankly cannot understand why this book is not
already an international bestseller. It has all the elements
you look for in a classic ''pageturner," including:
How to identify stink bugs
(we are not experts but we
assume that you smell them) .
How you can lose 85
pounds in just two weeks without dieting.
Pictures of allJour favorite
movie stars nake .
OK, perhaps not all of these
elements actually appear in
"Stink Bugs of Economic
Importance in America North of
Mexico." We frankly have not
had time to read it ourselves.
But we are convinced, based on
taking a good strong gander at it
from the outside, that this book
will be a huge hit with whoever
gets it ( especially if you give it
to some lucky youngster.
Forget about the Sony
PlayStation2 or those so-called
"Harry Potter" books. Imagine
the look on the face of a child
when he or she opens this book
and sees, for the first time in his
or herJoung life, a chart
labele "Crop Production and
Value Summary of Important

on a pair of these huge plastic
claws, which are the size of
garbage-can lids. Now, instead
oi raking the lawn, you merelv
lean over and pick up the
leaves! This means that, instead
of spending hours on your
lawn , within just a iew minutes
you'll be on your way to the
hospital ior emergency back
surgery!
This item also has countless
other uses ior you or the discerning person on your holiday
list. If Y?Uenjoy scratching
you rselt ( and who doesn't? (
you'll be able to cover WAY
more surface area with this
item, which is why it has been
selected as the Official Hand
Enhancer of Major League
Baseball.
And vou know how , when
you're a'r a party, and there's a
bowl of potato chips, you're
able to grab only a handful at a
time? How frustrating is THAT?
But not any more! Now, in one
grab, you can pick up the
equivalent of a giant economy
size bag of chips! You'll be the
envy ot the other guests! The
results with fancy hors d'oeuvres are equally impressive.
U.S. Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright never

MAKE GREAT
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS
$10/piece
$18/pair
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when his or her dog learns how
to operate the PetChime foot
pedal (allow six to 19 years).
. Our guess is that the dog will
be extremelv excited about discovering yet another way to
Pisgah Church Rd., Suite 344,
make noise. We would not be
Greensboro, N.C. 27455, (877)
surprisecJ if the dog filled the
PET-TAIL (877-738-8245), fax:
house wjth the_happy electronic
(336) 288-8922,
How
sound ot "woot woot" !or "bingcan you tell ii your dog wants
bong") at all hours of the day
to go outside?
and night! Perhaps some day
This question has plagued
you wil I be able to buy a comthe human race for millions of
panion device cal led the
years. Traditionally, dogs have
MasterReprimand, so that the
alerted their masters by going to
master could simply µush a butthe door and then either whimton to activate a recorded mespering, barking, scratching the
sage that would shout at the
door , or making weewee on the
clog: "STOP PRESSI/\.GTHE PET
floor. Some dogs do all four of
CHIME PEDAL, DAMMIT!' The
these things, just to make sure
clog, hearing this stern reprithe master gets the message.
mand, woufd immediately
But the days of "low-tech"
make weewee qn the floor.
communication between dog
and owner are finally over,
REMOTE CONTROLLED FLATthanks to the amazing
ULENCE MACHINE
PetChime dog-operated wireless
$17.99 plus shipping and hanelectronic door chime. When
dling from Northern Tool and
the dog wishes to go out, it simEquipment, P.O. Box 1499,
ply presses its paw on a special
Burnsville, Minn. 55337, (800)
pedal; this activates a chime
221-0516, Internet:
that, according to the PetChime
www.northerntool.com
literature, can be programmed
We shall not mince words:
to go either "woof-woof" or
This is the finest remote-con-•
"bing-bong."
trolled flatulence machine that
In short, this is the ultimate
we personally are aware of.
gift for the dog-owner on your
Using the remote control, the
gift list. Just imagine how
user can generate a realistically
thrilled that person will be
electronic flatulence noise from
50 feet away ... even through
walls!
This is not a child's toy, like
the so-called "whoopee cushion.' This is a serious piece of
high-tech flatulence equipment,
identical to the one carried by
U.S. Navy Seals on top-secret
covert operations intended lo
destabilize foreign leaders. This
is also the machine employed
by the White House social staff
to "loosen up the crowd" at formal functions. The legendary
night it was used on Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II is
still viewed as one of the diplomatic highlights of the Clinton
administration, at least until her
bodyguards opened fire.
This device can also be used
to add a welcome touch of
humor to autopsies and funerals. It is also very effective
when concealed inside the bustle of a bridal gown. The
Vatican orders these by the
gross.
In short, if there is a better gift
than this for emitting a true
whiff of the holiday spirit, we
cannot imagine what it is.

► GIFrGUIDE
From Page 17
ordered this incredible fatreducing ring. Here is a direct
quotation, written by somebody
who clearly is not about to be
intimidated by the so-called
'rules of grammar":
, "Japanese believe that by
app_lying pressure. on a particular linger, you cari Joose weight
in a specific area. Each pressure
point works to control a different area in your body. Thumb is
for face, index finger is ior hips,
middle finger is for buttocks,
ring finger is for stoma~h and
pinky is for thighs."
Whoa! Talk about a simple
;:incl logic;:il solution th;:it has
been staring us in the face all
along 1 We're sure you'll \Vant
to buy d fat-reducing ring ior
yourself and everybody on your
giit list who needs a cheerful
liolid?.y reminder that he or she
is a bu'cket of lard . Remember:
The cast members of "Friends"
wear these rings on virtually
every digit they possess.
"PET CHIME" DOG-OPERATED
ELECTRONIC DOOR CHIME
$29.95 plus shipping and handling from Pettails.com, 415
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Alltoppings
FREE
• Pepperoni
• Canadian
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• Fresh
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• Green
Peppers
• Sausage
• Olives
• Pineapple
• YellowOnions

Upon
Request
• Tomatoes
• Parmesan
Cheese
• Jalapeno
Peppers
• Red Hot Peppers
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FLASHLIGHT BAT
$59.95 plus shipping and handling from Good Catalog
Company, 700 N.E. 55th St.,
l>ortland, Ore. 97213, phone
(800) 225-3870, fax (503) 2490708, Internet: www.goodcatalog.com
Suggestedby Jim Martin of
Soquel, Calif.
For far too long, the human
race, when it hears a noise in
the house at night, has been
forced to carry a baseball bat in
one hand and a flashlight in
another. After spending decades
trying to improve this system,
the top engineers in the world
came up with an amazing
breakthrough concept: Put a
flashlight inside a baseball bat!
Now you carry a single device
that enables you to both shine a
light on an intruder AND strike
him with a bat. Unfortunately,
because the light is in the end
of the bat, you cannot do both
of these things at the.same time.
Your best bet is to instruct the
intruder to stand absolutely stil I
while you take your backswing,
so you'll be sure to make contact with him .
But this item is not just a
highly effective weapon against
criminals with tiny brains. It can
also provide a definite "edge" in
a baseball game, where the batter can use the I ight to flash
Morse Code signals to his teammates, or to temporarily blind
members of the opposing team.
How do you think the so-called
"'\Jew York Yankees" keep win-

ning the World Series?
So this is the periect giit for
the sports enthusiast on your
list, as well as anvboclv who
needs personal protection. Your
top 'Jew York fashion models
all have ilashlight b,1ts tucked
away in their ht1nclb,1gs.It Jlso
fits perfectly on a keychain.
PUPPY UMBRELLA
$20 plus shipping and handling
from J.C. Penney Catalog,
Catalog Fulfillment Center,
Atlanta, Ga. 30390, (800) 2226161, Internet: www.jcpenney.com

We _deeply regret to report
that, after 1ie ordered and photographed the puppv umbrella ,
the product L1'as discontinued.
We decided to leave it in the
gift guide anyway, because Ll'e
sincerely wanted you, our readers, to knolV that LI e have one
c1ndyou don't, neener neener.
Su[;gested b,, Tauba
lngenthron of St. Louis, Mo.
Here is a gitt for the person
on your list who has one of
those small, irritating dogs th,1t
look like pieces ot lint that have
somehow learned to bark. As
you probably know, small
yappy dogs do '\JOT like to go
out in the rain, so their owners
often have to try to protect
them with umbrellas. But
umbrellas are stupidly designed
to protect humans, which
means that often the dog
becomes, God forbid, wet.
But now , thanks to this
amazing new umbrella concept,
the dog-owner on your list can
keep little Fiii as dry as a "bone"
(ha ha!).
Unfortunately , it does 'JOT
protect the owner, who will
probably catch pneumonia and
die. But that is a small price to
pay for a small, irritating dog's
personal comfort.
This umbrella would also work
beautifully with other "crillers"
such as hamsters, chickens,
snakes and children under one
year. This item is also carried at
all times by the personal chauffeur for Mr. Dustin Hoffman.
"KID'S CAMO" CLOTHING
Bib, $4.95 Diaper Shirt,
$12.95; Playsu,t, $14.95;
Booties, $4.95; plus shipping
and handling from Cabela's,
One Cabela Dr., Sidney, Neb.
69160, (800) 237-4444, fax
(800) 496-6329.
Here at the Gift Guide we
are huge fans of the outdoor
sportsperson community, which
is always thinking of exciting
new products for sportspersons
to purchase in their ongoing
effort to win the "battle of wits"
against, for example, fish.
This year we have a very
special gift item: camouflage
clothing for children. It's about
time! All too often, a hunt is
ruined when a deer or pheasant
spots an uncamouflaged baby
and flees before Dad or Mom
has a chance to blow its head
off. But now, thanks to the
"Kid's Camo" clothing line, the
baby will be undetectable! In
fact, Dad or Mom better not set
the baby down, lest it blend
into the environment and disappear, forcing Mom or Dad to
attempt to locate it by crawling
around the ground, sniffing
dog-I ike for the telltale scent of
a loaded diaper.
But even the non-outdoorsperson parent can benefit
from this clothing line. Suppose
you want to go to a swanky
restaurant, but you can't get a
babysit,ter. No problem! Simply
put some "Kid's Camo" on your
baby and waltz right past the
snooty maitre d'! Or let's say
you have to take your baby on
an airplane trip. With "Kid's
Camo," your baby can scream
his or her little head off, but the
other passengers will have no
idea where tne sound is coming
from! You can act just as
annoyed as everyone else!
The benefits for day-care
center operators are even more
impressive. Thanks to "Kid's

Cimo,'' Mrs. Bernice
Poodlewicket ot Rochester,
'\..Y. , \\as able to t.1ke 17 threeve,1r-olds undetected to a m,1tinee showing ot the hit movie
Meet the P,irents. Four ot these
children are believed to be still
in thP the'11Prsomewhere, h,ip pily thriving on dropped pop corn.
BULL ORGAN PUTTER
$99.95 plus shipping and handling from Pure Bull Products,
P.O. Box 109, Lehi, Utah
84043, (877) 828-3700,
Internet: www.purebull.com
Here is a trul\ t,1steful .ind
cxtremelv masculine item tor
the goiter on \OUr holida\ gitt
list. This is a putter m,1dc, in the
\\ orcls of the manufacturer,
from "the reproductive organ oi
a bull.' When you see the si?e
of this thing, you are definitely
going to experience deep grat(tude that ,·ou are not a cow ot
the female gender.
The bull putter is accomp,1niecl bv a list of hilarious "oneliners/ such as "improve your
stroke" and "be the stiffest competition on the course." It would
not surprise us to learn that
Tiger Woods has one of these
babies in his bag, and whips it
out to "break the ice' during
tensc moments in the Master's
tournanwnt. Mr. Sylvester
Stallone has ordered more than
30 dozen of this item, and still
is not sure he has enough.
It goes without saying that
the president of the United
States is never more than arm's
length from this item.
"SUPERHEAR"ELECTRONIC
HEARING DEVICE
$7.95 plus shipping and handling from Deer Creek
Products, 3038 N.W. 25th
Ave., Pompano Beach, Fla.
33069, (954) 978-0597. Allow
4-6 weeks for delivery.
Here is the perfect gift for
the person on your list who is
engaged in espionage or lawenforcement survei I lance. Th is
device is designed to enable the
user to secretly "listen in" on
conversations. "Similar unit
used by law and order agents,"
states the sales literature.
Just take a gander at some of
the "high-tech" features of this
device, as listed in the operating instructions:
A "headset."
A "scientific sound pick-up
design."
A "high audio gain integrated
circuit amplifier."
A "power ON indicator
light."
A "large volume control with
numbered increment settings."
At this point you are saying:
"Wow! A headset, a scientific
design, an integrated circuit, a
power light AND a volume
control with actual numbers on
it 1 This device must cost an
arm and a leg!"
And that is exactly where
you are wrong, my friend. This
unit sells for just $7.95 ( about
what il costs to see an Adam
Sandler movie!
How can it possibly sell for
such an amJLingly low price?
The answer is brilliantly simple:
It doesn't work. At least ours
doesn't. When you try to listen
in on a conversation, you hear
voices, but they don't seem to
be any louder; they 're just distorted. In fact, you hear the
conversation more clearly when
you turn the Superhear's hightech volume-control feature to
the increment setting of "off."
So this device is probably
best suited for the law-enforcement agent who is forced to
conduct surveillance on really
boring criminals, and thus
would rather not know what
they are saying. We also have a
theory that if you used this
device to listen to "hip-hop"
music, you would actually be
able to understand the lyrics.
But we are nowhere near stupid
enough to test that theory ourselves.

EXOTIC COLOGNE SCENTS
$15 plus shipping and handling
from Demeter Scents, 83
Second Ave., New York NY
10003, phone: (800) 482-0422;
Internet: www.fp1.com/shopping/demeter/demeterhome.ht
ml
Ii you arc sick and tired of
giving the same old cologne
scents vear after year, then this
1sthe gift concept for you.
lnste,1d ot boring fragrances that
smell like tlowers, fruits, spices,
etc., vou could give one th,1t
smells like ... e,1rthworms! Yes,
"E<1rtlw,orm" is an actu,11fragrance sold by this company.
AnothPr one is "Dirt. '' And
here's a festive S( ent tor the
holidays: "Funeral Ho111e.'
We scientific,1llv tested the
"E,1rthworm," "Dirt ,incl
"Funeral Home" colognes b\
having some people in our
office sniff them. The testers
agreed that e,ich of the
colognes definitely smelled like
something, although to be honest nobody around here has
ever taken a really good whiff
of an earthworm.
In any event, we are certain
that the~e colognes will be il
big hit for the speci,11somebody
on your holiday gilt list who
likes to "make an impression"
upon entering <1 contined sp,lle.
("Wh,1t's that odor?'' "I don t
know but it smells like a
corpse!")
REPTILESAMPLER
$84.99 plus shipping and handling from Cahela's, One
Cabela Dr., Sidney, Neb.
69160, phone (800) 237-4444,
fax (800) 496-6329, Internet:
www .cabelas.com
I lere's the ultimate gift ior
the gourmet individual on your
list who, when he or she gets
hungry, exclaims: "t sure could
go for a piece of snake!"
Aside from eight ounces of
rattlesnJke filets, this Reptile
Sampler includes one pound of
frog legs, one pound of alligator
filets, Jnd eight ounces of turtle
filets. It also comes with c1
Speci,1I Recipe Reptile BJtter
and a detailed rPcipe, which,
we are pleased to rPport,
involves beer.
We scientifically tested this
item by inviting some knowledgeable individuals to the Gift
Guide Command Center on the
pretext of giving them a regular
dinner. We then confrontea
them with the reptile meats,
which were prepared by an
associate of ours named Gene
Singletary. Gene is a top catering professional, and although
he does not get a lot of requests
for rattlesnake-based hors
d'oeuvres, he did an extremely
professiona I job of battering
these meats and then frying the
heck (or, as French chefs say,
"fryant la heque") out of them.
The verdict of our taste-testing panel was that the best part
of the Reptile Sampler was the
fried batter. The least-appealing
part was the actual reptile
meats per se, which tended to
feel, when you tried to chew
them, as though they were still
resisting capture. Fortunately,
our taste-testers had been fortified by ,idult beverages, so they
"gamely" sampled all the reptiles, and even had a spirited
intellectual gourmet debate,
which included the tallowing
actual exchange:
PERSON ONE: The snake is
chewier than the turtle.
PERSON TWO: No, the turtle is chewier than the snake.
PERSON O'-E: Yes, but a
snake can EAT a turtle.
In conclusion, we think this
is as an excellent gift to send to
somebody who Iives extremely
far away and thus cannot possibly invite you to dinner.
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Dave Barry is a humor colum-

nist for the Miami Herald. Write
to him c/o Th<'Miami Herald,
One Herald Plaza, Miami, FL
33132.)

Annual Student Appreciation Sale
Our holiday gift to you. One Day Only, December 7th

th ing~:
2 0%o~l~!ula~p~c~c~d~!.,~,Yd~x~Y
class nngs, software, electronics, scriptures, music, balloons,
planners, special orders, or consignments.

Utah
State·
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

TSC Lower Level
Mon - Fri 8 - 5, Sat 10 - 2
www.bookstore.usu.edu

